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25 minutes in air 
before crash 
CRANBROOK B.C. (CP) 
- -  The final trip of Pacific. 
Western Airlines flight '34 
ended 25 minutes after 
takeoff, killing 43 persons 
when it crashed after 
ai~rting a landing Feb. 11. 
Testimony at the inquest this 
week into the crash shows. 
that at: 
12:30 p.m. MST, the 
Boeing 737 took off from 
Calgary airport for this 
southeastern  Br i t i sh  
Columbia city with 49 per- 
sons aboard. 
12:33, a Calgary air traffic 
valve mechanism kept them 
slightly open. 
The left reverser popped 
ojmn on takeoff and the 
engine thrust lever on the 
control column snapped 
back into idle, shutting off' 
forward power from the 
plane slammed i~nto the The plane exploded, with jet 
ground at about 90 knots, fuel fires starting in •two 
Bath tried to push, the left places. 
thrust lever forward. The Forty-three 'persons died 
airspeed was too low to give as a result; six lived. 
them proper co~itrol. 
Co-pilot Peter Van Oort Calgary -- "I've got an 
unbuckled his seat belt and inbound aircraft for you." 
engine and breaking the 
pilot's thumb. 
"We're going ~ crash,;' 
someone shouts. 
Both pilot and copilot 
strained to move the rudder 
and aileron controls in the 
three seconds before the 
tried to reach the reverse 
thrust override switch above second please, I've got  an countyBut informed sources 
him. He pulled off the .emergency." 
protective cover, but didn't in Hung Kong say they 
reach the switch in time. 
The plane artwheeled, the crashed on... the runway 35,000 and have been there 
nose and loft wing striking here. Ah, ground call the fire 
thegroundatthesametime, chief, hurry." The ' Chinese military 
'  ;SnTS 
HoLKeo a v e  --  
Mongolia has 'rejected a 
/ Chinese demand to withdraw 
AY Soviet trno~ from territory 
that borders everal Chinese 
provinces -- including the 
northwest Chinese province 
of Heilungkian, where Soviet 
soldiers crossed the border 
last week. 
Transcripts of broadcasts 
from the official Mongolian 
Montsame news agen- 
cyreceived here today, say 
Mongolia informed China 
April 12 that the Soviet 
military units would remain 
in the country until Chine 
renounces plans to annex 
Mongolia. 
Mongolia, which declared 
its independence, in 192. with 
backing from the Soviet 
Union, has very close 
economic and political ties 
with the Soviet Union• 
The Chinese have con- 
demned the links as tan-' 
tamount to Soviet 
domination. 
Mongolia says • the late 
Chinese Communist party 
chairman Mao Tse-tun 
mentioned the annexation 
plan to Soviet officials in the 
past and the present Chin- 
nese leadership continues to 
harbor this ambition. 
ASKED FOR TROOPS 
To protect itself, 
Mongolia says it asked the 
Soviet Union to station 
troops in the country. 
"China's overt military 
preparations, •which in- 
tensify with every year, 
represent a direct threat to 
the security of the Mongolian 
People's Republic," the 
transcripts, ssay. 
• The statement was issued 
in reply to a demand made 
by China to the Soviet Union 
for the withdrawal of the 
Soviet military units. 
The Mongolian govern- 
meat has not said how many 
Cranbrook --  "Stand by a Soviet troops are in • the 
Snowplow --  "He's number hetween 30,000 and 
since the mid-970s. 
presence in the area is 
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Avoiding the Ohter Guy is an important part of keeping possesion of the ball in soccer. 
Seen here is an Alcan player attempting some fancy-foot.work against a Blackpool 
United player Monday night at Riverlodge inKitlmat, More on page 8. 
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Kitimat Crime Report 
Mrs. Joaune Managhan of 
Kitimat reproted that her 
brown 1975 Lincoln was the 
victim of a hit and run 
sometime last week. As the 
vehicle is quite distinctive, 
and the incident likely oc. 
curred in the upper City 
Centre parking lot, it is 
requested anyone p~sibly 
witnessing the accident o 
contact ~ Kitimat R.C.M.- 
P. 
Linda Gyorfi of Kitimat 
reports that someone at- 
tempted to remove the water 
pump from her car which 
Eurocan, or someone lo~king 
for a water pump for a small 
Chev. V8 please contact he 
Kitimat R.C.M.P. 
Miss Barbary Knoll of 12- 
1039 Alexander St. Kitimat 
reported the theft of her 
Pentax Camera valued at 
$500.00. The camera was 
taken sometime after 1 May 
78, apd anyone having any 
information is asked to 
contact he R.C.M.P. 
A break and enter at the 
government offices at 
entrance, according to 
RCMP. 
f .  
The new Kitimat soccer 
clubhours, located near 
Riverledge was broken into 
resulting in loss of a crow 
bar. The mishap occurred 
May 11. 
Kitimat police have 
recently been responding to 
numerous complaints of 
vehicles on sidewalks. 
Police remind people 
practising such acts that this 
controller told the Cranbrook 
air, radio station that the,jet 
-~ Id -  arrive - at..!:0~,p~.~,~. ~  ,,.,, 
1~:~, Cranbrook"teld a 
runway snowplow what time 
the plane was exlk~ted. The 
plow had to be off the airstrip 
five minutes before the 
landing. 
~:4~., Calgary cleared 
'flight 34 for an approach to position MPs demanded 
Cranbreok. The pilot" flying Monday Transport Minister 
"on Instrument flight rules Otto' Lung set tip an in- 
d~tld land at his own dependent buard of inquiry 
disefe~on, to investigate the Feb. 1 
2:46~,.~..the j t called crash at C~anbrook, B.C.'ofa 
Cranbronk~or the weather Pacific Western Airlines jet 
and was toldt~ers was no that killed 43 persons. 
reported air traffic. The opposition "-attack 
12:47, the "-- pilot follows the adjournment for 
acknowledged a message two weeks of a coroner's 
from Cranbroak that a snow- inquest into the tragedy 
plow was on the runway and. because transport ministry 
visibility • was about investigators have failed to 
one kUometre in provide a complete tran. 
snow. script of radio com. 
The plane deseehded 'and muni~tions prior to the 
touched own on the runway crash. 
at 12:55, when a transcript 
and testimony reveal: Lang told the Commons he 
Snbwpinw --  "where the is considering the coroner's 
hell did he come from?" request for an unabridged 
Air radio--  "I don't know transcript although e added 
Terry, but he sure didn't call that he intendo to seek' legal 
after his first caB," advice before making a 
PLMCE CLIMBS decision. 
The plane immediately Theminlsteralsosaidhe is 
rose;" •passing over the considering the appointment 
snowplow at about 18 metres of a senior court judge' to 
above ' the  runway.  It launch a separate inquiry 
climbed gradually to 120 after receiving the final 
metres while over the air- report of the coroner's jury, 
strip. " Lung faced a barrage of 
The plane deployed its queries during the daily 
engine tlL,'~t reversers on que~flonperiod that included 
landing to brake the plane, requests for improved safety 
When it took off, the and regulations at regional 
reversers weren't fully airports .and legislation 
~tracted and a hydraulic aughorizing independent 
ii 
:~: 
• . Century House Kitimat may use of sidewalks Uang ask d for beIlineVtehtet'~a~s~n~e°hrdlearge;" WCe~ni~k~dta~vedEUr°~'~en 12 res_ulted,in o. reported .prohibitedbymunieipalb~ s. 
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" " . . .  territory May 9 and shot and part but as she did not noe .:ii~ii~i~!!!~i!~!~ii~!~i~i~!~i~!~i~i!i~i~i!ii~!!i!!i!~i~i!i!i!!~!~!~!~!~!~!~i~!~!ii!~ii!~! i Cranbrook crash inquiry wounded several Chinese the incident she drove her. 
- citizens. Teh Soviet Union ~ car which resulted in ht Ter race  c r ime admitted its border g0ards engine seizing. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Op- inquuries for all air crashes mistakenly crossed into M.iss Gyorfi will be 
in Canada. 
ASKED CONFIRMATION 
Bob Brisco (PC-Kootenay) 
asked Lang to confirm 
• reports that vehicles have 
been trapped on runways at 
the time of an aircraft's 
approach on at least four 
other occasions since the 
Cranbrook crash, including 
another incident in April at 
Cranbrook, 
The PWA jet tried to take 
off again after the pilot 
realized a snowplow as still 
on the runway, evidence at 
the coroner's inquest has 
shown. Chinese territory, but they required to spend a large 
Lang. replied that he will denied the soldiers harmed amount of money to repair 
investigate he reports, any Chinese citizens. 
The transport minister t ' .  having any knowledge of 
said he supports the T r a i n  establishment of" an in. 
dependent accident review 
board and that final Derailed proposals for such an agency 
now are before cabinet 
.wa,,ng.,prova,. Vand rh f 
(CP)- Ten ears of a British e oo  
Oppnsition,MPs said only Columbia Railway freight 
| 
• , • . 
r Env i ronmenta l  
' a  
Survedlance 
an inquiry that is in- train en route to Vancouver 
dependent of the ministry derailed Sunday night, about 
could provide a full picture nine kilometres south of this 
of air crashes and their centi'al B.C. city. 
causes. B.C. Rail spokesman Hugh 
VICTORIA' (CP) - The the Canadian Forestry 
ederal government has Service. 
aunclied a satellite sur- "The new system will 
veillanee program to 'provide a regional capability 
monitor British Columbia's to monitor the environment, 
environment Minister Len evaluate environmental 
Marehand said Monday. impacts, watch changing 
• Marchand said in a news conditions of the forests, 
release that as part of the wildlife habitat and urban 
~rogram, a $402,000 contract and rural development," he 
~as been awarded to OVAAC said. 
i International Canada Inc. "Information will be tied 
)f Toronto for . the into an integratedresource 
levelopment of a satellite inventory and management 
mage-anal~,sts s~,stem for system that is bein~ 
Armstrong said six of the 
cars that left the track 
remained upright, while the 
other four fell onto their 
sides. 
He said loads of lumber 
spilled from two of the cars, 
but there were no injuries. 
Cause of the derailment was 
being investigated. 
The .line was expected to 
be cleared for Traffic 
Monday night. 
develop~ by the Canadian~ 
Forestry Service to improve I 
the ' management . of] 
Canada 's  renewab le |  
resources." The new system[ 
will be installed at the] 
Pacific Forest Researeh| 
Centre here t Marchand sgi~|  
the damage.  Anyone 
either seeing someone 
working under the hood of a 
1963 Pontiac Convertab|e, at
Shooting 
VICTORIA (CP)- Police 
• were questioning a 26 year 
old man here Monday after 
Larry Gerald Boudreau, 27, 
was fatally,shot Saturday 
near Vanderhoef. 
Police said the man gave' 
himself up after learning 
that he was wanted for 
questioning. 
Boudreau, a former 
Vancouver resident, was 
found Saturday morning in a 
cabin eight'kilometres south 
of Vanderhoof incentral B.C. 
Police said Boudreau died 
' after being shot in the head 
and shoulder. He was 
described as a transient and 
thought o be a prospector. 
Victoria police said that 
RCMP from Vanderhoof 
were on their way here. to 
question the man. 
A citizen's band radio was a Johnson two horsepower 
stolen from a vehicle perked outboard motor and a fishing 
overnight in the 4600 block tackle box from the 4700 
Scott Avenue, Sunday, ac- block MeConnell. These 
carding to Terrace RCMP. items were stolen from a 
boat which was parked in a 
Also stolen on Sunday was carport. 
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Ryan won't run 
byLewDiggs choose "a riding whose 
MONTREAY tCP) -  population will he a fair 
Quebec Liberal leader cross sect ion  of the 
Claude Ryan announced .population of Quebec," in 
Monday that he will not run obvious reference to the 
in the July 5 byelection west -end  r id ing 's  
slated for the mainly predominately English- 
English-speaking riding of speaking character. 
Notre Dame de Grace. The riding became vacant 
Ryan, who doesn't have a with the recent resignation 
seat in the Quebec national of Bryce Mackasey. 
assembly, told a news 
conference his decision not Ryan noted the broader 
to run in the riding arose reasons for his decision 
primarily from his "deep included a need for 
desire to be close to militant "reorganization and in- 
Liberals and fellow telleetual reactivation within 
citizens." the party in view of the 
Hesaidhehopedthatwhen referendum on Quebec in- 
he did run for a national dependence and the next 
assembly seat , he would general election.*' 
C.F Naden 
• .® . . . . . .  • 
I n  Terrace 
Prior to the second world 
war, bands in the Royal 
Canadian Navy were formed 
on a vouluntsry and part 
time basis. In 1939, the first 
permanent force band was 
recruited in Toronto; and, 
shortly after, its formation 
was based in Halifax, Nova 
from H.M.C.S. Naden Band, 
The Royal Canadian 
Engineers Band (Chilliwaek, 
B.C. ) and various other 
army, navy, and air force 
bands from across Canada 
were posted to Victoria and 
the new' Canadian Forces 
Naden Band was formed, 
Scotia. In 1940, the second Found in the present day 
band was organized and this ,operation is a band within a 
was the beginning of the band. The concert band 
Naden Band, performs the traditional 
As the hostilities drew to military marches, over. 
an end, it appeared oubtful tures, pops music, and 
that bands would he included novelty numbers. Then it is 
in the post war navy, condensed to a twenty piece 
therefore, most of the Show Band which plays all 
musicians were discharged, the 'big band' favourites 
Late in 1945, however, Royal ranging from the swing era 
Canadian Navy bands for the • of the t930's to the rock 
premanent force were .sounds of today. 
authorized, and H.M.C.C. 
Naden Band was again 
reformed. 
With the unification of 
Canadian Armed Forces 
bands in 1968, musicians 
fron~ the nation's eventeen 
bands were moved around 
the country to form nine 
larger military bands. Men 
The Band's many 
engagements Include per- 
forming for military func- 
tions and entertaining 
Canadian serv icement 
throughout the world. If also 
plays a major '  public 
relations role in its countless' 
numbers of school and public 
concerts and parades• 
r, 
I 
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B.C. Wildlife Federation attacks Hydro 
Council of Marine Carriers 
representing the marine 
towing industry, for its 
resistance toBill C.38, which 
gives the federal Fisheries 
Act teeth to prevent owing 
and booming-ground 
polution. 
Another featured recipient 
of otway's eitieinm was 
former vancouver mayor 
Art Phillips, a federal 
Liberal candidate in Van- 
couver Centre. Otway said 
Phillips hopes to succeed 
Minister of Justice Ron 
Basford, whose firearms 
control bill is anathema to 
bunters and marksmen. 
Phillips, said'Otway, is 
"the man who said you 
should all be forced to keep 
your guns in a central vault. 
I urge- you to give him the 
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (CP)- 
The executive.direeter of the 
British Colmnbin Wildlife 
Federation launched a 
stinging attack against 
several groups and in- 
dividuals Saturday in his 
unnt'~l report. 
Bill Otway, speaking to  
delegates gathered here for 
the federation's annual 
convention, attacked B.C. 
Hydro's high budget and 
an~bitious plans saying: the 
Crown utility "again took up 
an inordinate amount of our 
time and resources." 
He critieised its debts, its 
estimates ofpower needs, its 
public relations claims and 
its long.term planning. 
Otway said "that anti- 
hunting group from 
Kamloope calling it-saif the 
Internat ional  Wildlife support he deserves." 
P ro tect ion  Assoc ia t ion '  The majority of delegates 
IWPA" was not in, favored opening sheep and 
ternational, that the BCWF's goat'seasons S days earlier 
local club has half as many for residents than for non- 
members again, and that he residents, "toavoid conflict" 
IWPA was wasting too much alleged to take place bet- 
effort against hunting and ween guided non-resident 
not enough in favor of parties and residents using 
wildlife and resource con-, only packers or hunting 
sedation, unaided. 
Also attacked, was the Other resolutions passed 
holds final show of year BaWlfresponds 
to criticism 
budgets, ongoing projects 
and extensive r organization 
of the department. 
in detailing the current 
reorganization of the con- 
servatmn mimstry, the • 
minister announced that 
assistant deputy.minintor 
Robert Ahrens will head it. 
He said Ed Vernon, another 
assistant deputy-minister, 
will head the fisheries 
branch under Ahrens. He 
said he isn't ready to an- 
nounce the heads of the 
wildlife and enforcement 
sections. 
Michael Forst received a 25- 
year safedriver award April 
• 7 for 25 years of accident. 
free driving with the Ed- 
monten transit system. The 
system's 990 operators, 
using ~30 buses,' drove 
16,667,S10 miles in 1977 with 
501 operators' completing a
full'year of bus operatim. 
witli~ut a chargcabte' an- 
cident. 
Terrace Gymnastic Club gymnasium with almost 100 and compulsory routines 
held their annual end of girls participating before an including bars, beam and. 
season show last week at audience of about 200. floor an d the junior girls did 
Clarence Michiei school ~enior girls did optional floor routines including 
tumbling and gymnastic 
Dead Sasquatch movements. Leslie Orr, head of the 
club, and coaches Lynn 
Arnett, Karen D'Winter and 
VANCOUVER (CP)- In heCuane of thewayit walks," Carol Schmitt were 
order to prove the legendary he said. presented with gifts from the 
forest giant exists, "It is not an endangered girls for their work during 
somebody has just got to go species. It exists all over the year. 
out and kill a Sasquatch, North America. There are The gymnastic club is 
Grover Krantz, a University probably 100,000 of them. If looking for sponsors for next 
of Washington professor, by the sacrifice of one of year so members of the club 
said Saturday. these animals we can prove can travel to meets 
Krantz was greeted by a they exist~ we can then take throughout the province. 
chorns of soft hisses, inthe steps toprotect theres to f  W e e k e n d  
style of a victorian them." 
melodrama, when he made He said hunters can forget 
his suggestinnatawcekend about traps and tranquillizer Fatalities 
conference on humanoid guns beeease the animals 
monsters, are about 2.S metres tall and At least hree persons died 
He said a skeleton is the- weight up to 1,000.pounds if accidentally in British 
only evidence acceptable to footprint evidence is to Columbia during the 
academics because films, believed. Rifles are the only weekend, all in traffic 
plaster casts of Sasquatch answer. 
footprints, hair and fecal James Buffer, head of the mishaps. Sandra Lee Schaefer, 18, of 
samples can be faked . interpretation a d education Kelowna died Saturday night 
; ..... A freld~kilY~is the only sec~i0n:? of~. the Alberta when the car  in which she 
i oractical Way to ~et tha't, recreati0n, ,i parks and was riding Went0ffa road 
~l.~kele~;'r~[d'I~a~(z. . . . .  ~:.',wlldiife ministry, said it is near the Oksnagan city. / 
John Green, an author and hypocritical to declare Open Eva Laarent; 9, of Nazko, 
Sasquatch hunter from scasonon Sasquatcheswhile B.C. died Saturday after 
Harrison Hot Springs, B.C., trying to protect hem. tumbling from a moving 
aisospokeinfavorof thekill. "Instead of shooting first, vehicle about 3S miles west 
"The only argument for we "should be ..trying to of the Caribou community of 
treating this animal in a communicate with them Quesnel. 
preferred way in that we see first. We can capture One person was killed and 
in it a reflection OF ourselves anything we can shoot," two others were taken to 
hospital in a single-car ac. McGeer says cident Sunday near Jordan River, 50 kilometros west of 
Victoria. 
The Canadian Press hard part " survey from 6 p.m. Friday to i s  over  midnight Sunday night, local 
• times, does not include 
' homicides, suicides or in- 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  must be improved, dustrial fatalities. 
Pat  McGeer,  Br i t ish The education minister 
Columbia's education 
minister, says the 
toughest part of his job -  
the overhaul of the 
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (CP), 
Recration and Conservation 
Minister Sam Bawif says the 
British Columbia Wildife 
Federation's attacks on him 
and the provincial govern- 
ment show political par- 
tisanship. 
Bawlf, appearing Satur- 
day at the federation's an- 
nual convention here, said he 
was addi'esaing the group 
"with some trepidation," 
then soon referred to the 
annual report made Thur- 
sday by federation president 
Dick Cole. 
Cole had said that the 
conservation ministry "is 
dying" and it was "being 
pushed into its grave by an 
uncaring overnment and an 
unearing minister." 
Bawl f ,  appearing Satur- 
day at the federstiou's an- 
anal conventio~n here, said he 
was addressing the group 
~qvith s'ome •trepidation/'  
Bawlf denied detailed 
claims about increased 
MK BAY 
MARINA USERS 
There will be a meeting held on Tuesday 
May 30, 1978 cemmencing at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Riverlodge, Kitimat, B.C. for anyone in. 
terested in the operations of the MK Bay 
Marina. 
Car Tips By Totem Ford said chanl~es were necessary  necause a strong system of ac- 
countability was aban- 
donedduringthe1960sonthe gro nds that it  was ISpringtime Rx for the 
too restrictive. 
"Central. examinationS IFamily Car 
were abandoned 
Spring may be great for most 
of t~, but it can be pretty rough 
on one member of the house- 
hold ~ the family car. 
According to T. Larry 
Johnson, national service man- 
ager, Ford Motor Company of 
Canada, Limited, "a car may 
develSp the 'blahs' after a 
particularly rough winter such 
as the one we just experienced," 
The Ford service expert 
points out that the averqe 
owner can, in a few short hours, 
make certain his car is in prime 
condition by checking the 
following: 
Oil -- If you use a winter 
grade oll now Is the time to 
change to a higher viscosity oil, 
for thewarm driving days ahead. 
Wiper Blades - -  After pro- 
longed use in ice and snow, 
wiper blades can become worn 
or damaged, With April showers 
ahead, make certain windshield 
wipers are in proper working 
order, 
Tires - -  Check the pro.ure 
level, People sometimes neglect 
this during the messy winter 
months, However, with heavy 
loads and hot weather driving 
ahead it is important to inflate 
tires to manufacturer's specifl. 
cations, Check tires for cuts and 
~t 
with automatic transmission. 
Lights --  Check all light~. 
Headlamps should he rated on 
"hJlh" and "low" beams, 
Backup lilhts, parking llshts, 
turn Indicators as well as side 
"markers and tail lamps hould 
be Inspected to make certain 
none is burned out, 
Battery --  Check for corro- 
sion, proper fluid level nod 
specific 8rarity. Be careful, 
battery acid i~ dangerous and 
battery gases ran be explosive. 
This Is a good job to have done 
by your dealer. 
Body-- Give the exterior and 
interior of the car a thomuah 
Impection. The exterior should 
be checked for stone damage 
and paint chips where corrosion 
may develop. A complete wash, 
Including extra attention to 
wheel wells and under-body 
areas, is Important to remove 
any salt or chemicals left from 
winter ' drivins, In addition, 
make ~rtain drain holes In the 
base of each door - -  and in the 
case of a station wagon, the tail- 
gate - -  are clear and free of 
blackage. Remove wet floor 
mats from the trunk and pas- 
senger compartment. Remove 
any salt or chemist residue 
from carpeflna, 
bruises as well as tread wear. 
Spring is a good time to rotate 
tires; a job that can be done at 
home with the n.lstanea of a 
nelshbour and a jack, or in just 
a few minutes by your dealer. 
Remember, radial ply tires 
require si~eclal rotation as out- 
lined in the owner's manTlsl, 
Air Conditioner - -  Most 
owners don't realize that they 
should cycle a ear's air con- 
ditloner at least, once a month, 
even during the winter, Make 
certain the air conditioning unit 
is working before hot weather 
arrives. " ,~ 
Fluid Lev~k - -  Make sure the 
radiator iS filled to the proper 
level with anti-freeze, Contrary 
to popular belief,' anti.fl'~J.e 
isn't only for winter use, It acts 
as a rust Inhibitor all year lonl. 
Brakes --Check brakes for 
any pedal drop-off or softness, 
On cars equipped wlth '~self- 
adjusting rear drum brakes, 
owners can make adjustments 
by bacl~g up, then quickly 
'applying the brakes, Check 
brake fluid level, too. 
' . Parking B.rske - -  Make c~r. 
tain the parking brake is 
operatidhai --  and use It - -  
espe¢ldl~ if you leave kids or 
pets al&'nc in a car equipped 
t 
Terrace Totem FoE 
Sales Ud. 
4631 Koith 
036-4984 
DOO727A 
province's educat ion 
system--is over. 
When he was appointed 
to the cabinet after the 
Social Credit  elect ion 
-" victory in late 1975, 
McGeer said he would 
bring in a core 
curriculum, a school and 
pre-univers i ty  test ing 
program and a funding 
system for independent 
schools. 
Now, says McGeer, the 
major part of his task is 
done and when it is 
finished, he will likely 
quit politics. 
"What I said I would do 
was overhaul the 
education system from 
top to bottom in British 
Columbia,"  he  said.  
"There is not a single 
element that  has not 
come under intense 
scrutiny by the ministry. 
"There are some areas 
where we have made 
swifter progress  than 
Others. The introduction 
of the core curriculum 
an~ the introduction of a 
learning assessment 
~ogram are two that 
ve got off the ground 
and are working." 
LISTS OTHER AIMS 
But he said his ministry 
has yet to develop more 
accountabi l i ty  in the 
primary and secondary 
school system and still 
lacks an adequate testing 
sys tem,  su f f i c ient  
challenges for gifted or 
br ight chi ldren and 
comprehensive programs 
for slow learners. 
McGeer said a French- 
language program has 
s t i l l tobe  develol~ed and 
vocational ann 
technological training 
altogether" and the 
teaching in some in- 
stances was below ac- 
ceptable levels--there 
was no way one school 
could be compared with 
another in terms of 
quality or depths of pro- 
grams offered." ' 
McGeer said 
assessments of reading, 
mathematics and social 
studies in Grades 4, 8 and 
12 have been done. 
Reports on reading and 
math found that students 
were weak ~n some areas. 
WILL " REF INE 
PROGRAMS 
"In addition to the core 
curriculum and the 
provincial  learning 
assessment program, we 
have introduced the 
English placement exam 
(for university entrants), 
and there Will be a 
comparable one in 
mathemat ics  be fore  
lon~," McGeer  said.  
"And I hope other mo~ 
sophisticated assessment 
programs will develop." 
McGeer also in- 
troduced the Independent 
Schools Support Act, to 
take effect hi September. 
He said independent 
school education will be 
available to children who 
for one reason or another 
are not thriving in the 
public school system, and 
Will not be limited to 
children of the wealthy or 
those prepared to make 
great sacrifices for edu- 
cation. I i 
were: 
. give resident hunters t int 
or exclusive opportunity to 
hunt limited game 
populations; 
-include an "adequate" 
shooting test in. t~ .  Con- 
servation an(t uumoor 
Recreation Education CORE 
course, now required for 
first-time applicants for 
hunting licences; 
. fisheries service be asked 
to hire sufficient personnel to 
enforce properly the 
she l l f i sh  harvest ing  
• regulations; 
- include varying hares 
guiding licences; . . Vancouver, initiator of Run 
- ban the non-resident Out Skagit Spoilers, the 
hunter from carrying a protest group he helped atart 
centre-fire rifle without a in the late1960s to protest tbe 
valid big game species flooding of the Canadian 
iicence; section of the Skagit River 
Valley, south of Hope. It still 
is un-flcoded.. ' 
MIX WHISKY AND EEL8  
TOMATIN, Scotland (CP) 
- ban all hunting and snowshoe rabbits in the 
discharge of firearms in the . game regulations. 
belt of land between the 
Alaska Highway and- the 
forthcoming natural gas 
pipeline to .protect wildlife 
during construction of the 
pipeline; 
- open alpine areas to mule 
deer hunting in early Sap: 
tember. 
- require a course, similar 
to CORE, for applicants for 
-- A whisky distillery is 
going into the eel market and 
The resolutions will be hopes to produce 100 tons of 
forwarded to the provincial eels for export to Europe: 
vHldlife branch for con-' Tomatin Distillers, in  In- 
verness, is using otherwise sideratiou. 
,Dick Cole of" Delta was 
ree lec ted  federat ion  
president. 
Winner of the annual 
conservation award was 
consulting engineer Ken 
Farquharson  o f  West  
wasted warm water from the 
distillery to help baby elvers 
thrive and grow to maturity. 
Smoked eel brings between 
&l ($2) and &l.50 a pound in 
Europe. , 
(nn mE GlUE WU 
RLL THE (OEFORTS 
OF HOME... 
• _ ~ ~  
Now you can go anywhere and still have those / ' ~  
comforts of home, Take your vacation this year ,t~ ~ i  
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. _~rc -  ~ ~' ~! 
Its the only way to gel ~ ~ Jl 
I lm FORD F260 
4x4 Pickup, 390 VS~ 4 speed, |000 Warn.winch, sure 
track front axle, extra fuel tanks, wide tires. 
1976 TOYOTA SR 6 
1977 TOYOTA GELIGA, 
Llflback G.T. S Sp. with Stereo in excellent cond.. 
$6796 
$3496 
$5805 
v,1977, FORD F260 SUPER 0AB $7896 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 Door, vs Auto,. Trans. 
t 
$6406 
$2656 
$4596 
I 
1913 GiG VAN 
VS Auto, Trans. Carpeted Inside 
1976 FORD F2§0 
VO, auto. Camper Special . 
LEASEPLAN 
Investigate theadvantages of thls Rent.to.own pie n, First and Last Months rent Lab 
you drive away. (On approved credit) 
70 FAIRMONT SEDA~I 
S12S per month 
Totalling $4572 .J 
"EASE END PRICE ' 
$1uo " 
or simply return I 
NORANADASEDAN r 
EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH ,LEASE 
T 78 ECONOLINE VAN 
$1~ per month' ~ 
Totalling aS220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$|1110'  
or slmply return ' 
$1~ per month 
Totalling ~ 
LEASE END PRICE 
$|160 ° : 
or simply return 
78 FIESTA 
$123 per month 
Totalling $4392 
LEASE END.PRICE 
$1160 
or simply return 
?e PINTO 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3960 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1460. 
or simply return 
¢ " 
•. 78ZEPXYR W~GON 
$1~ per month 
..' Totalling ~220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$N60 
or slmp'ly return 
r'%T,.P,CKUF 
I '  Sl~ per month 
I Totalling .220 
I LEASE END PRICE 
• I ' m. 
4"" or simply return - - - ,  
$176 per month 
Tote I I In g ~336 
LEASE END PRICE 
SHM 
._. or simply return 
I t  m , ~  i immmm l ime i 
, 111 F250 PICKUP . 
$155 per month 
Totalling ~16 
LEASE END PRICE 
,$21U - 
or simply return 
Tomw Tram Fml 
4631 Kellb 
oM4ee4 ' D00727i 
) 
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Local 
Improvements 
to Tel system 
PRINCE GEORGE-B.C. 
Tel will spend $25.6 million in 
1978 to maintain and expand 
the telephone system in its 
Northern Division operation, 
with special attention being 
paid to the major exonomic 
development taking place in 
the Peace River District. 
Highlights of the Com. 
pany's capital construction 
plan were revealed today by 
Tony Nolli, Division 
Customer Service Manager 
He said B.C. Tel 'employs 
1,186 people in its northern 
operation and they will 
continue to play an im- 
portant role in the industrial 
and residential growth of 
communities inan area that 
stretches from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands to the 
Alberta border. 
Nolli said just over $12 
million will be spent in the 
- Prince'Gcorge District; $7.5 
million has been allocated 
~or the Peace River area and 
$6 million will be spent in the 
Terrace region. He pointed 
to an industrial upsurge 
caused by oil and gas ex- 
ploration around Fort St. 
John and called it one of the 
most exciting economic 
developments in this 
province in over a decade. 
He said in the Fort St. John 
area alone, 500 residential 
units, new hotels and motels, 
a new shopping centre, one 
new bank and an industial 
park arc all scheduled for 
completion in 1978. 
Population has increased 
nearly 9.5 percent over the 
past year and today there 
are more than 10,500 people 
in the city of Fort St. John. 
"This is the type of growth 
that causes us to tailor our 
construction plans to suit 
users of telecommunications 
services," he said. "Ex- 
pansion of our Fort SL. John 
central office will be com- 
pleted in May and then we 
can start installing more 
switching equipment to 
accommodate an unusually 
high growth rate." 
Nolli said additional 
equipment will be installed 
at the DawsOn Creek toll 
~tt~ 
tre to ~ccomm~ate 
idenff~l/~rb3q![ • ~n~ an 
mated SO p~rcent in- 
crease in long distance 
calling and another 2000 lines 
will he added to the Fort St. 
John office. Total cost of 
these projects will exceed 
$750,000 he said, and another 
$650,000 will he spent for the 
installation of switching 
equipment in the Chetwynd 
'office, scheduled for elec- 
tronic conversion in early 
1979. 
Major additions to existing 
electronic switching centres 
at Prince George and 
.Mackenzie and expansion of 
central offices at Vanway 
and Quesnel have been 
identified as the key service 
improvements forthe Prince 
George District. 
Nolli said the Company 
will be spending •about 
$130,000 in1978 to comple(e a 
$1.6 million project and add 
3400 lines to the "564" ex- 
change in Prince George, 
'another $2.9 million will be 
spent for the installation of 
14,000 lines of the "382" and 
"563" exchanges in 1979, 
which will complete the 
conversion of those ex- 
changes to electronic 
switching. He said 2400 lines 
will be added this year at 
Mackenzie at a cost of 
$28,000. 
At the Vanway central 
office, five miles west of 
Prince George, $130,000 is 
being spent this year to 
enlarge the switching centre 
to accommodate electronic 
equipment. A total of 
$18o,000 has been allocated 
for alterations tothe Quesnel 
central office to prepare for 
the installation of electronic 
switching, and for additions 
to the plant compound at the 
rear of the central office 
where a large truck port and 
a mobile radio repair shop 
are to be constructed. 
"About $550,000 will be 
spent to provide additonal 
trunking facilities to ac- 
commodate growth in the 
metropolitan area of Prince 
George," Nolli added. "We 
have a lot of outside plant 
projects Which have been 
scheduled tokeep up with the 
growth picture." 
He said $208,000 will he 
spent for two miles of un- 
derground cable relief in the 
downtown Prince George 
area, another $334,000 will he 
used to improve and expand 
service in the Vanway area, 
$252,000 will he spent on 
cable for the Hartway area, 
six miles north of Prince 
George. 
A new digital microwave 
system for the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, and the 
introduction of Automatic 
Number Identification were 
cited as the major con- 
struction highlights in the 
Terrace District. 
B.C. Tel is spending more 
than $65,000 this year to put 
the microwave system-the 
first of its kind in B.C. -. in 
operation to improve the 
quality of service for the 700 
telephone users residing in 
Sandspit and Queen 
Charlotte City. The project 
will result in phone service 
being less subject to in- 
terference aused by the tide 
of Skidegate Inlet. 
"The previous ystem was 
subject o problems in the 
quality of transmission 
caused by the rise and fail of 
the tide," Nolli pointed out. 
"With the digital system 
circuit quality remains 
essentially the same whether 
the signal itself is strong or 
weak." 
• By the end of the year B.C. 
Tel will have spent $225,000 
installing Automatic Nuber 
Identification (AMI) service 
for customers in jMasset, 
Port Clements, Queen 
Charlotte City, Sandspit, 
Port Simpson, Smithers, 
Telkwa and Hazelton. This 
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Pictured above are Pat Zilinski, in charge of Kitimat Winner of The Herald's ubscription contest in Kitimat 
circulation, Herald publisher Don Cromack, and was Gertrude Reay, of Columbia Street, who will win a 
Overwaitea manager Gary Vorga. three minute shopping spree in Kitimat Overwaitea. 
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Ranger Quast 
keeps busy 
The Forest Fire Report for 
the week ending May 12, 
reveals that fire hazard is 
low throughout coastal 
areas, and low to mederate 
in northern and interior 
Districts. A total of 9 fires 
have been fought o date, of 
which 5 are extinguished and 
4 are in the "Mop-Up" stage. 
The total area burned over to 
date is now 37.9 hectares. All 
fires to date this year have 
been man-caused. 
We would like to acquaint 
you with some of the Ranger 
Districts in the Prince 
Rupert Forest Districl, 
starting this week .with an 
outline of the Terrace 
Ranger District, which 
covers 1.24 million hectares. 
Forest Ranger, Herb 
Quast and his two Deputy 
Rangers, Ken Pendergast 
and Terry  Wardrop ad- 
minister the District with the 
help of six Assistant Rangers 
and a Clerk. The Terrace 
District has an annual cut of 
about 60 million cubic feet. 
In addition to logging in- 
spections, the crew is 
responsible for such things 
as reforestation of legged 
areas, fire fighting, timber 
appraisals and the myriad of 
jobs that make up the daily 
work load. 
The physical bounds of the 
District are such that it is 
often necessary for an 
Assistant Ranger to stay in 
the Nass Valley for several 
days. The District extends 
from Cranberry Junction 
south to Lakeise and form 
Salvus on Highway 16 east o 
Legate Creek. 
Ranger Quast is presently 
looking forward to several 
Stand Tending Projects. 
Stand Tending is a means of 
increasing productivity of a 
forest by reducing com- 
petition for forest nutrients 
by such methods of thinning, 
pruning or releasing. 
Thinning is simply removing 
the smaller weaker trees. 
Pruning is cutting out the 
iowere non productive 
branches of a tree. Release 
is removing undesirable 
species of trees such as 
Alder. 
In a Banger District the 
size of this one there is 
always plenty of work to de. 
Funeral services for the 
late Mattie Christina Frank, 
will be held Wednesday, May 
17 at 2 p.m. from the 
Jehovah 's  Witnesses 
Kingdom Hall, 222 Tetrault 
Street. 
Mrs. Frank, a well known 
resident of Terrace, died at 
the age of 95. 
Burial will be in the 
District of Terrace Old 
Kitsumkalum Cemetary. 
ACCEPS R.D.I.A. GRANT 
OFFER. 
: The Honourable Iona 
Campagnolo, Minister of 
State (Fitness and Amateur 
Sport), on behalf of the 
Honourable Marcel Lessard, 
federal Minister of Regional 
Economic Expans ion  
(DREE), announced today 
that a firm to he established 
in Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia, has accepted an 
incentive grant offer made 
by DREE under the 
Regional Development 
Incentives Act (R.D.I.A.). 
The company, Dorosz Tool 
Co. Ltd., has accepted the 
conditional incentive offer of 
:V~06,~ to assest in the 
establishment of a new 
facility to manufacture tri- 
cone rock bits. The DREE 
offer is based on 25 percent 
nf eligible capital costs of 
$425,000 and 15 percent of 
$670,920 eligible wages and 
salaries. 
The company plans to 
manufacture the world's 
first non'bearing tri'cone 
rock bit which it recently 
developed. Patents are 
pending in both the United 
States and Canada. These 
!rock bits will be produced for 
the seismic, mining,* and 
water well drilling industries 
Cretien denies 
blackmailer Que. 
OTTAWA(CP) - Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien 
announced Monday in the 
Commons the government 
will pay back the millions 
earmarked for Quebec in the 
federal budget by reducing 
Quehecers' federal income. 
tax payments. 
Chretien said the Quebec 
government would get only 
the $40 million already an- 
neunced to compensate for 
selective salas-tax redue. 
tions, the rest going directly 
to the three million federal 
taxpayers in the province. 
Replying to questions from 
New Democratic Party 
leader Ed Broadhent, the 
finance minister denied that 
he is guilty of blackmailing 
the quehee government. He 
also denied Broadbent's 
charge tbat he is con- 
tributing to disunity in the 
country. 
Calling the proposal to pay 
Quebeeers directly an in- 
credible decision, Broudhent 
charged the government of
acting in clear contravention 
of the wishes of the 
provincial government. 
By denying the Quebe,' 
government access to the 
federal funds, Chretien was 
using "a form of blackmail." 
Broadbent also assuced 
Chretien of setting a 
dangerous precedent by 
using federal money to force 
a province to act in ac- 
cordance with its wishes. 
Broadbent appealed to the 
House to demant that the 
entire $230 million set aside 
for Quebec in the April 10 
Imdget by paid directly to the 
Quebec government. 
"Admit once your error on 
this question," he told 
Chretlen. 
"Isn't he Chretien, con- 
tributing to disunity?" 
Breadhent asked, referring 
to demands from the entire 
Quebec national a~ssembly~ 
all federal opposition parties 
and the four western 
premiers that the federal 
government reimburse the 
government of Quebec for 
selective cuts in its eight- 
per-cent tax. 
. Gilles Caouette SC- 
Temiscamingue said that 
only the federal income tax 
plan. not all those who pay 
sales tax. 
Chretien replied that when 
the federal government 
proposed recently that. it 
send cheques to Quebec 
taxpayers, a Social Credit 
MP accused him of at- 
tempting to buy votes. 
Chretlen admitted that 
some of the provinces had 
a l ready  expressed  
disagreement with his 
proposal. HE did not say 
which provinces had ob- 
jected~ "But we think it's the 
best way." 
Quebe~ was the only 
eligible province which 
refused to reduce its sales 
tax in. order ot receive 
federal money under 
provisions of the budget. It 
decided instead to eliminate 
outright its sales taxes on 
selected items- furniture, 
footwear, clothing and 
textiles. 
The federal government 
did not object to Quebee's 
action, but said it would not 
reimburse the province since 
it.had not met the conditions 
set out in the budget.. :' 
would pay two per cent of the 
selective cuts only. 
export markets. 
The new facility will he 
located in the Prince Rupert 
Industrial Park and is ex- 
pected to create 38 jobs. 
This offer is made under 
the Regional Development 
Incentives Act (R.D,I.A.), 
which is administered by 
DREE. Under the program, 
manufactur ing  and  
processing companies in the 
designated regions of the 
country are given grants or 
loan  gu 
antees to help them 
modernize, xpand, produce 
.new products, or open up 
plants in areas where full 
growth potential is not being 
realized. 
Services for 
Frank 
PRINCE RUPERT FIRM and sold in Canadian and 
DREE in Rupert 
record a customers' 
telephone number when a 
long distance call is placed. 
He said the Company will 
complete a new $874,000 
radio system which will 
provide improved and ad- 
ditional long distance calling 
for Hazelton and Kitwanga 
residents; and another 
$340,000 has been allocated 
for more long distance 
switching equipment in the 
Terrace toll centre. 
courses will be held in 
outlying areas, such as 
Prince Rupert and Hazelton, 
to allow students who cannot 
college study is like any 
other skill. There is nothing 
magical about it. If you 
work at it, with proper 
guidance and with discipline, 
it comes just as easy as 
carpentry or any other skill 
which requires study and 
work", said Mr. Jackson. 
Counsellors and in- 
structors pay particular 
attention tostudents needs in 
this regarde, according to 
Jeff Marvin, Coordinator of 
the Programs. 
"We feel that students 
should not he inhibited from 
attending out programs 
because of lack of high 
school graduation or 
whatever. Our students 
come from all academic 
backgrounds, are of all ages 
• end ,represent many. Indian 
tribal nations. Put this all 
together, and you have quite 
a mix," said Marvin. 
Classes are held for one 
week every month 
throughout the school year 
providing the requisite 
number of hours for 
university certification. 
Students can thus maintain 
their jobs and community 
life without too much Beta Sigma Phi, a social, 
disruption. Classes a~'e held cultural, and service 
in Terrace at the College. organization for women, 
In 1978-70, a number of the celebrated the 47th An- 
nivereary of it's founding on 
Mayt. 
Vicki Huxtable of Xi Beta 
Mu chapter, Terrace, 
organized the Founder's Day 
program. Xi Beta Mu was 
joined by Beta Omega 
Terrace and Beta Nu, 
Kitimat, for a banquet and 
presentation of awards at 
Oil's. 
For Xi Beta Mu the winner 
of the best program of the 
year was Malanie Reynolds, 
and recipients of perfect 
attendance disks were Gall 
Shinde, I year; and Maxine 
Ingles and Bey Epp 4 years. 
Barbara Allen, incoming 
"Many students ee the 
equ ipment  w i l l  word 'COLLEGE' AND 
automatically detect and - 
Programs in 1978-79, ac- 
cording to Verne Jackson, 
Chairman of the Aboriginal 
Studies Advisory Com- 
mittee, associated with 
Northwest Community 
College. 
"We expect o-do_el bet- 
ween 25 and 30 students in 
the full-time program next 
year", said Jackson, who is 
also a student in the program 
this year. 
"Students will he offered 
an intersting selection of 
couses next year, from 
Political Science to the study 
of early human societies. All 
our courses are for 
university transfer - that is~ 
they are recognized for 
credit by the Universities,'~ 
he explained. 
Furthermore, in the new 
year scheduled to begin in 
September of 1978, courses 
will be offered in various 
professional fields, such as 
Social Work and Law, 
designed to acquaint 
students with the field and 
lead to possible preferred 
entry into higher level 
studies. Prospective 
students need net be con- 
cerned about their lack of 
study skills, either, ac- 
cording to Jackson. 
(TERRACE) - Native 
people from throughout the 
northwest are encouraged to
attend the Aboriginal Studies 
FKI~AK OUT. In fact, make the time commitment 30 June and fOrms can he 
to take at least some of the gotten by w~ting to the 
credits necessary. College in Terrace, Box 726, 
Students are supported or by calling the Program at 
financially through a bur- the following numbers: in 
sary system delivered Terrace, call 635-2461, 
through the Program. In 9690 or 635-6511, and in 
most cases/they continue to Prince Rupert call 627-7486. 
receive their salaries from 
employing Bands and 
Friendship Centers, as the 
College Program isregarded 
as a necessary part of 
professional development. 
Verne Jackson, Chairman 
of the Advisory Committee 
which oversees the direction 
and implementation f this 
and other Native-oriented 
programs delivered through 
the Aboriginal Studies 
Program, pointed out that 
students hould apply now 
CAPTAIN ABSOLVED 
LONDON (CP) - -  Captain 
Stanley Lord of the 
Californian, blamed for 
many deaths when the 
Titanic sank, insisted until 
be died that he hadn't seen 
distress rockets while 
allegedly five to I0 miles 
from the liner. A new book 
says: "The light seen from 
the Titanic could not have 
been the Californian, which 
for next year's program as from all log.bouk evidence 
applications are  a l ready was probably 19 miles from 
starting to come in. the sinking liner." 
Initial closing date for 
application the Program is ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
47th anniversary 
Beta Sigma Phi 
disk for perfect attendance 
for the past year. 
The past presidents pin 
was presented to Anne 
Twiddle by Margaret 
Ded i luke ,  incoming  
president. Vesta Douglas, 
Honorary Member Terrace, 
and Lisa Grant, Lady of the 
Year Kitimat, were special 
guests for the occasion. 
The Girl of the Year dance 
will he held May 27, chaired 
~ Deta Omega. At this nce each of the Terrace 
chapters honour one girl who 
bast exemplifies the ideals of 
Beta Sigma Phi. This dance 
concludes a successful year 
of social and cultural ac- 
tivities, and service projects 
such as the music festival 
recept ion ,  Chr i s tmas  
president, presented Maxine • hampers, and the Alice 
Inles with her past Oison Home. 
president's pin. Beta Transferees are welcome. 
Omega's program of the Please phone Xi Beta Mu 
year was won by Diane Oak- 635-3412 or Beta Omega 635- 
den. Irene Stokes received a 9453. 
Forest laws bow on 
good intention 
VANCOUVER (CP) - The He said the tenure 
British Columbia goven- 
mont's new forest legislation 
is "full of sound, good in- 
tontious," the president of 
Canadian Forest Products 
said Sunday. 
Peter Bentley said it ap- 
pears that CFP's rental and 
royalty payments will in- 
crease, adding that govern- 
metn revenues from the 
forest industry will vary 
smoug companies. 
The three-bill package, 
introduced Friday by 
Forests Minister Tom 
Water land,  proposes 
changes in tenure on forest 
lands. In addition, the 
province will be able to 
penalize forest co;mpanies 
which do not use forest land 
well. 
Bentley said he is worried 
about some parts of the 
legislation, especially those 
pertaining to replacement of 
tree farm licences. 
"One of my real concerns 
is while the cr|terla for many 
matters is spelled out in the 
legislation the criteria for 
replacement is not," he said. 
provisions for tree farm 
licenee areas will satisfy 
financing requirements. 
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plans 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
Delegates to the annual 
meeting of the British 
Columbia Association of 
Social Workers have called 
on Human Resources 
Minister Bill Vander FaIN to 
drop plans to charge fees for 
social services. 
Delegates unanimously 
decided the imposition of 
fees on family, adoption end 
child couuselling would ha an 
obstacle to people seeking 
these services. 
The  organ izat ion  
represents 1,250 B.C. social 
workers. 
Plans to charge families 
receiving counselling a user 
fee- based on their ability to 
pay according to an income 
test- would take effect by 
1979. 
Vancouver social worker 
Bill Douglas claimed the 
user fee would be a double 
tax since the users have 
already paid for these ser- 
vices with their taxes. 
"Historically, these ser- 
vices have always been 
offered without charge," he 
said. 
n , . , .H .u l  • ~g|~-~|  %'VUI I~Ul IU f  Wi l l  Oe  
in Terrace on Wednesday May *17th 
at the Canada Manpower Centre 
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
VanderZalm 
NWCC Aboriginal studies program asked to drop fee 
recruiting for next year 
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Canadian territory in violation of international 
law. 
As one frequent visitor to the high Arctic told 
me-you wouldn't know Canada existed, in a lot 
of places up there; Canadian planes have to 
radio ahead to get permission to land at DEW- 
line bases, and the bases have TO wire 
Washington, D.C. first before they can give an 
O.K. 
There was a "hot'story going round that on 
one occasion Stu Hodgson, the Commissioner of
the N.W.T., himself, had been refused per- 
mission to land by the U.S. commander of the 
DEW-lone base at Hall Beach, and had had to 
divert o an emergency strip nearby, to refuel. 
The news, this week, following the bringing 
down of the federal budget, that the armed 
forces cannot "afford" to patrol the coastline 
because of financial restrictions, is nothing short 
of shocking. There were supposed to be no more 
surveillance until the next fiscal year, until an 
opposition member protested and Defence 
Minister announced there would be two sur- 
veillance flightsbetween now and the year's end. 
Lest anyone think, mistakenly, that these 
flights are armed patrols, it should be mentioned 
they are reconnaise flights only, and do not in- 
volve weapons or armaments. The purpose is to 
discover intruders from other countries who 
have no right to be there. It is a protective 
I happened to be in Yeliowknife, in 1969, when 
newspapers broke a story that some lands in the 
Canadian Arctic were being shown on United 
States maps as belonging TO the United States 
maps as belonging to the United States. 
Later on, an Argus aircraft bearing the in- 
signia of the Canadian Armed Forces stopped off 
at Yellowknife on its first coast to coast sur- 
veillance flight of the Canadian Arctic. These 
flights were advertised as "sovereignty flights" 
TO emphasize Canada's ownership of the Arctic 
archipelago. 
At that time, also, a northern headquarters for
the Canadian Armed Forces had just been 
established at Yeliowknife. Its temporary of- 
rices were located on the ground floor of the 
Northwest Territories Centennial Commission, 
for which I worked, and we used to share cups of 
coffee, over some of which the newly 
inaugurated surveillance flights were discussed. 
Until 1969, it seems, Canada had maintained no 
routine or regular patrol of her vast coastline, of 
which she has tons of thousands ofmiles. Ships 
and submarines belonging to other powers not 
infrequently sated in and out of Canadian 
territorial waters, openly or secretly--often 
without he knowledge ofCanada or Canadians. 
Furthermore, there was good reason to believe 
that electronic "spy" equipment, meteorological 
and other types, had been set up on land bases on 
i 
Bell Canada hiring may restrict 
Jews, women in Saudi Arabia 
"respecting the con- 
fidentiality of the in- 
formation which we are 
bound to do by the Canadian 
Human Rights Act," he said. 
The contract information 
also has been given to the 
Canadian Radio-television 
and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC) end the 
U.S. Securities and Ex- 
change Commission (SEC~. 
The CRTC is hearing a Bell 
application for telephone 
rate increases and the Sands 
contract has been raised by 
intervenors. 
Herb Gray, Liberal MP for 
Windsor West, has said 
gauds restrictions on Jews 
entering the country could 
mean Bell will be 
discriminating a ainst Jews 
when it hires workers. 
RAISES SPECTRE 
In the Commons on 
Friday, Cyril Symes, New 
Democrat i c  COrn- 
munications critic, said 
Bell's agreement to pay a 
Saudi firm ~ million for 
work under the contract 
raises "the spectre of illegal 
kick-backs." 
Symes also unsuccessfully 
presented a motion, calling 
examined by the com- 
mission. 
Although Bell president 
James Thackray refused 
Thoredny to tell reporters 
who would receive the 
money, public information 
filed earlier with the CRTC 
shows that Bell has signed a 
contract with a Saudi 
company called Binladen. 
Bell has said it has agreed 
to pay Binladen and other 
finns about eight per cent of 
the gross proceeds of the 
French Editorial 
contract or about $88 million 
for among other things,. 
advice, introductions to local 
officials where necessary, 
translation services, help in 
obtaining work permits for 
non-gaudS workers and use of 
office space and facilities. 
Later a Bell spokesman 
declined to name all the 
firms involved or to say 
exactly how much each of 
the firms, including 
Binladen, is expected to 
receive. 
measure of the highest moral right. It is akin to 
operating a modified burglar alarm system to 
notify the householder in case burglars try to 
break in at night. 
Comparing the use of an orbiting "spy 
satellite" to routine aerial and surface patrol for 
defence purposes, is something akin to com- 
paring the police car patrols to that of the cop on 
the beat. 
If Canada is going to command the respect for 
eagerly and greedily eyeing her vast northern 
reaches, she must not only m.aintam-but must 
also step up her routine surveillance of the more 
than one million square miles of icy but energy 
rich and strategically valuable real estate. 
if she does not, irreparable damage and 
disaster may result, and Canada may find 
herself with an unwanted foreign power sud. 
denly squatting uncomfortably close, occupyin[ 
territory that belongs to her...with nothing sh( 
her coastline and property from other nations can do about it. 
................................................. . . .%...  o.o.o.-.....oo.......o..-....oO.-o:.-o-..... 
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OTTAWA (CP) -- Bell 
Canada has just supplied 
information on the com- 
pany's controversial $1.1 
billion contract with gaudS 
Arabia to the Canadian 
Human Rights Commission, 
Human Rights Commis- 
sioner Gordon Fairweather 
said Friday. 
Fairwcather said in a tele-' 
phone interview he expects 
to complete his investigation 
early next week into com- 
plaints the contract may 
lead to restrictions on hiring 
Jews and women to work on 
the gauds Arabian deal. 
The company decision to 
supply the information came 
one week after Bell balked at 
the commission's request. 
Fairweather said last 
week Bell offered several 
reasons why the commission 
should not investigate the 
contract. The company said, 
among other things, that the 
commission has no cause to 
investigate when a victim 
has n0t~complained. 
The human rights com- 
missioner replied the 
Canadian Human Rights Act 
gives him power to in- 
vestigate even when no 
victim has complained. The 
Bell contract problem has 
been raised in the Commons, 
REVIEW CONTRACT 
However, Fairweather 
said a commission lawyer 
has since been allowed to 
look at the contract, 
The . commission is 
Political 
Dynamite OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
Following is a selection of 
edliorlMs ea current opics. 
~anstated by The Canadian 
Press from the French.lan- 
guuge press of Canada. 
MontreaiLe Devoir: As we 
expected, another case of 
political dynamite has Just 
exploded at the Royal 
Causdian Mounted Police. 
The RCbiP has organized a on Communications Minister 
Jeanne Sauce to tell the surveillance system over 
CRTC to invenUgate and candidates ' in federal, 
make public details of the provincial end municipal 
election| on a vast scale ~88.millien payment. 
But CRTC vice.chairman stress every province, 
Charles Dalton said in an With each revelation, the 
interview details of the public thonght i  had finally 
• m~ the bottom of the barrel 
payment already are being of tricha, The barrel seems 
PM's leadership 
under attack 
Let's take it for granted 
the RCMP doesn't want to 
embarrass the government 
or certain politicians. Where 
are these disappeerancea of~
documents and leaks coming" 
from? Is the security service 
not even able to assure the 
security of its most secret 
munuak?,.. 
It is fortunate in any case 
that these revelatlens are 
continuing. 
The worst no doubt is yet to 
come, Even if the RCMP al. 
legas that it has the general 
support of the people, to the 
point of striking teat'into the 
ranks of parliamentarians i  
search of re.election, more 
and more people ere 
becoming aware of the 
dangers of the development 
of a political secret police in 
Canada. 
Quebecara thought only a 
few marginal Marxists could 
be victims: they have 
learned that the Parts 
Quebocois and other parties 
are submitted to a very 
elaborate surveillance. Sim- 
ilarly, Canadians who 
believed that only "terrorist 
separatists" could serape 
the edges of national 
security have had to rec- 
ngnize that all political 
leaderf in all provinces and 
municipalities are passing 
under the fine comb of the 
RCMP computers. The Joke 
is becoming less and lens 
funny. 
When citizens and tax- 
payers learn how many 
agents, informers and 
operations of doubtful 
character are financed by 
their taxes and given carte 
blanche under legal cover, 
maybe the polls will show 
that liberty comes ahead of 
the police in Canadian public 
opinion. Unfortunately we 
haven't yet reached that 
point, 
Not only do we not really 
know the extent of the 
po l i ce 's  c landest in~ 
operations against citizens 
and democratic organ- 
izations, but we have no 
assurance that these 
operations will be com- 
pletely.~ exposed by the 
government inquiries 
Worse, n~hing guarantees 
that these clandestine 
programs won't continue to 
carry on as though there 
were nothing wrong' with 
them in the quiet Canadian 
Confederation,--Jean- 
Claude Lecl-ere (May 1) 
, !  
l~45--The government an- 
nounced that Japanese in- 
cendiery balloons had been 
found in Western Canada. 
197z--Ceylnn became the 
republic of Sri Lnnka with a 
president, prime minister 
and unicameral National 
Assembly. 
'"if!? 
I 
OTTAWA (CP) - Questions have been raised by the 
opposition and some journalists about Prime Minister 
Trudeau's leadership of the Liberal party in the wake 
of his decision to bow to adverse opinion polls and baek 
away from a summer election. 
Talk that he may step down if his political fortunes 
don't improve has again surfaced as it has 
sporadically during his 10 years as prime minister. 
Liberal MP, Trudeau staff and party strategists 
insist there is no foundation to the rumors. And 
Trudeau himself laughs off suggestions that he may 
quit or be forced out by the party. 
But political analysts and opposition spokesmen say 
Trudeau's departure from public life now must be 
considered a real possibility. 
, ,  ,~ , ,  , Liberals are openly sniping at 'Trudeau s 
leadership, Opposition Leader Joe Clark said in a 
memo to Progressive Conservative L ader Joe Clark 
said in a memo to Progressive Conservative Mps 
early this week. 
to make us believe they were 
"Bluntly, their problem is now Trudeau himself." Just isolated acts, are still 
Trudeau, asked at his weekly news conference about invoking two main linen of 
rumors of pressure within the Liberal party for his defenca: First, the FLQ 
resignation, said he would "probably be the last one to crisis made It necessary that 
hear" if the party wanted him out. . such surprises be avoided in 
th "B-ut)!th-e'r'e---a~re-'such'rum°r's'' y'° ''willpr°bablyenrs~m~e.meaooutmem,''netolareporters, be the futu e, and in any case, 
the present laws give the 
police the authorization or 
TER R ACE/KITIMAT cover clandestine operations 
which are Judged - da herald reprehensible .... 
We would have to become 
completely stupid to believe 
General Office. 635.6357 Published by that the FLQ crisis Justified 
Circulation.63S.6357 Sterling Publishers going as far as watching 
as inexhaustible as the 
deepest mysteries of the 
RCMP and its security 
service. The documents 
coming out are (gplcelve. 
You can imagine what the 
reports that "disappear" 
must contain. 
Xt is no longer possible to 
speak of purely individual 
abuses or of isolated acts 
Justified hy the context of a 
particular era, Political 
usplonnge by the federal 
secret police has spread ~ 
right acrms Canada; no 
government and no party as. 
capes it, Since subversion is 
liable to infiltrate 
everywhere, veryone has to 
be placed under sur- 
velliauce, so to speak. Even 
the moods of the electorate 
are the object of special 
statistics. 
To try to Justify such 
abuses and procedures, the 
federal police authorities, 
after failing in their efforts 
over municipal candidates in 
British Columbia or Prince 
Edward Island, not to 
mention their organizers, 
their contributors and the 
number of voters with sub- 
versive tendnnciml .,. Are 
the apostles of national 
security now going to 
pretmd that disappearances 
and leaks (of documents) 
are the result of Russian or 
Parts Quebecots infiltration? 
The RCMP authorities 
n~t  that the mounted 
have nothing to do 
with the leaks and the force 
is loyal to the elected 
government .... 
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BY Riohard Jackson 
The Dollar 
done it 
Ottawa,-i~orget unemployment, ever mind ~ ,.fflYou iisten to the right kind of optimisUc 
inflation, ignore theOfficial Languages Act, bullish-type exonomists you might even allow 
Quebec separation and all the rest, counsels that the 88-cent dollar could buy us back the solid 
veteran Ontario Conservative MP George Hess, 100-cent dollar. The hard way. Eventually. 
"it was the dollar that did him in." 
The evergreen George Hees, as vigorous and 
enthusiastic now that he's edging 68 as he was  
when he first entered the House of Commons 28 
years ago, is not cracking wise. 
He's only saying that the crash of Pierre 
Trudeau in the political popularity polls was not 
due to inflation or unemployment, but to the 
debasement of the dollar. 
You can't really forget unemployment, 
especially if your're among the million-plus 
Unemployed. 
Nor can you overlook inflation which is 
financially bleeding everyone, employed and 
unemployed alike. 
Both are modern day records in disaster. 
But so, too, is the 88-cent dollar. 
The difference--politically--is, ays George 
Hess, that you can live with unemployment and 
inflation if you can't do anything about it. 
And you can't unless the government changes 
its economic ways or you change the govern- 
ment. • 
But the discounted dollar is something else 
again. 
Its ,trashing on  the international money 
markets gets us where it hurts. 
ESquare in our pride. 
xcept during time of war, Canadians 
generally haven't been a demonstrably patriotic 
people. 
We don't all stand, hands over hearts, and sing 
"Oh Canada" and really mean it the way the 
Americans do with their "Star Spangled 
Banner."  
And our new flag, the red  maple leaf on & field 
of white, still derided by the hard-core 
traditionalists as  "Pearson's  Pennant,"  doesn't 
seem to inspire the almost sacred devotion the 
Americans have for The Stars and Stripes. 
Nor do we regard Par l iament  Hill and the 
Peace Tower as a sort of national shrine in quite 
the manner  the Americans revere the White 
House and the Washington Monument. 
Across the pond the Brits know and love pomp 
and c i rcumstance and how it stirs the heart and 
mind of a nation. On this side we seem sort of 
ashamed of wearing our national oyalty on our 
sleeve and parading our pr ide and love of 
country. 
But, says George Hess, lack all the shining 
symbols as sadly we do, 'we still have the dollar. 
It is-mr has been-our pride, almost our flag, 
and the closest thing we have to a national 
symbol. 
Let governments defile it at their peril. 
Demeaning and discounting it invites political 
retribution at the polls. 
Oh sure, admits George Hess, the cheap dollar 
helps our resource exports, gives us a better 
balance of trade and helps restore the com- 
petitiveness we lost because of slothful un- 
derwork and overpay. 
But none of that matters. 
The government has defiled the one symbol of 
our pride. 
And the government must be punished. 
This retribution started with the slow slippage 
earlier in the year of the government on the 
polls, that now has become an avalanche. 
It's just like old times, recalls George Hess, 
harking back to 1962 when the "Diefendollar," as 
the Liberals scoffed, began doing in the 
Diefenbaker Conservatives. 
It was 92½ cents then. 
A better, sounder dollar by nearly five cents 
than the soft and sinking "Fuddiebuck" of today. 
If 921/2 cents could cripple the Conservatives 
for the kill, the 88-center should knock off the 
Liberals instanter. 
And maybe will. 
Wood study 
for Stewart 
B.C. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ..... 
The Economic Development Committee of the 
British Columbia Chamber of Commerce, under 
the direction of First Vice-President, Jack 
Greenwood, spearheaded discussions that 
concluded with effective and fast action by the 
provincial ~ovenment. The Honourable Don 
Phillips, Mmister of Economic Development, 
has advised that the Industrial Development 
Committee has approved a Regional Economic 
Expansion (DREE) Grant of $106,000.00 for an 
in-depth Wood Study of the timber resources in 
the Stewart-Bel-Irving Public Sustained Yield 
Unit. When completed,the information in the 
study will provide a preliminary indication of the 
viability of a plywood-veneer mill in Stewart. 
In addition, the provincial government in 
Victoria has now seen the wisdom of an alternate 
industry in Stewart, due to the impending shut- 
down of the Granduc Mine on June 30, 1978, and 
they will now allow compartmental logging in 
the area. Because of this action, there are 
already at least two firms undertaking logging 
operations. 
W.D. Stothert, past president of the British 
Columbia Chamber of Commerce, has been very 
instrumental in the previous wood-use studies in 
the Stewart area, and it is now hoped that a 
renewed enthusiasm and viable industries will 
soon be underway in this important northern 
area. ' 
J 
HE DmN'T SLOW DOWN 
Italian double~basa pl yer 
Domevice Dragenetti led the 
double.basses in the 
Beethoven Festival at Bonn 
in 1845 at the age of 82, 
I 
/ 
J 
SET THOUGHTS 
~TRAIGHT 
The Sacro Monte, above 
the Italian town of Varallo 
Seats, is reached by a path 
that leads past, 45 cha~Is, 
,4  ¸ 
/ ] 
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Compulsory drug treatment U.S. fishermen could be 
termed dangerous to justice banned from Canadian waters 
OTTAWA tOP) - Canada U.S. INFORMED Washington State waters. At definitely, to bar the 
Ms set a May 26 deadline for Cadieux informed Cutler the same time. Washington Canadians until the 
VANCOUVER (CP) - The civil rights of Canadians. He says the proposal in the such a philosophy is always the United States to clear up of Ottawa's position at two- state trollers got a court reciprocal agreement was British Columbia govern- 
ment's proposed compulsory 
treatment plan for drug 
addicts is described in a bar 
association document as "an 
unprecedented  and 
dangerous attace" on the 
criminal justice system. 
A critique of the plan was 
prepared for the criminal 
justice subsection of the 
Canadian Bar Association by 
lawyer Warren Standerwick. 
In it, Standerwick 
analyses the proposal 
prepared for Health Minister 
Bob McClelland by the 
Alcohol and Drug Cam. 
mission last year. 
The brief was ordered by 
the subsection after it met 
last month and agreed the 
t reatment  program 
blatantly contravenes the 
Standerwiek concludes the 
commission paper is 
"inaccurate and biased." 
Input from those who 
disagree with its approach 
has not been sought but has 
actually been discouraged 
its recommendations should 
be viewed with healthy 
scepticism," says Stan. 
derwick. 
"Only the most gullible 
reader would accept hat the 
primary aim of the proposed 
plan is to treat individual 
heroin users on medical or 
compassionate grounds. 
paper to have adc~lcts 
committed to compulsory 
treatment by a government 
tribunal circumbents the 
judicial system and ignores 
due process of law. 
"The  hypocr i t i ca l  
recommendations of the 
Alcohol and Drug Com- 
mission are an attempt at 
pander to the fears of the 
public and to convince the 
government to pass 
legislation based on an 'end 
justifies the means' 
philosophy. Acceptance of 
the first step to 
totalitarianism ." 
Standerwick says no 
legislation exists which 
provides a precedent to the 
proposed plan. But he likens 
the proposal to the enact. 
ment in the Second World 
War that committed all 
Japanese people in B.C. to 
internment camps. 
Legislation for the 
proposed program is to be 
introduced sometime during 
the current legislative 
session. 
"Heroin users and, by C a n ~  t a f f o r d  inference, heroin usage, 
have been selected as arms 
scapegoats on whom the 
blame for the majority of all NEW WESTMINSTER, be sam. 
crime in our society is B.C. (CP) .  Governments Third-world problems, 
placed." cannot afford to funnel such as over.population a d 
billions of dollars into arms 
Canoeist asks 
"Why not" 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
Karin Lind, who set sail here 
Sunday bound for Hawaii in 
a Haida war canoe, said "in 
some ways I want to show 
others that adventures Like 
this are still very possible." 
"It wasn't ever a question 
of 'why'," she said. "It was 
more like 'why not.' 
"None of us are what you 
would call young," the 34- 
year-old anthropology 
teacher from Vancouver 
said of the three-person 
expedition aboard the hand- 
carved dugout which was 30 
months in the making. 
Technically, the voyage is 
the obsession of Geordie 
Tocher, 51, Of West Van- 
couver, to support the theory 
that Haida Indians from 
British Columi~ia paddled 
their war (anoes to the 
Hawaiian Islands 1,4u0 years 
ago. 
Also aboard is Gerhard 
Kiesel, 54, a former North 
Vancouver baker. 
None of the three said they 
felt Jubilant: in fact, Tocher 
admitted as he stepped 
aboard his craft that leaving 
was a sort of spiritual 
collapse after the high- 
strung euphoria of the past 
two years anticipating the, 
trip. 
Tethered to the dock, the 
12.6 metre Orenda.an 
Iroquois word meaning "in 
harmony with nature"- 
looked remarkably fragile. 
The craft and its intricate 
Hatda carvings were 
chipped by hand from a 
Douglas Fir log by Tocher, a 
fisherman, sculpto and  
engineer who plugged 1,50,000 
of his own money into the 
project. 
For the estimated six- 
week, 3,700- kilometre trip, 
the canoe has been loaded 
wlih 320 kilograms of canned 
goods, including a long- 
lasting bread, and 380 litres 
of water. 
A smaller canoe on which 
Tocher made a short trial 
run three summers ago was 
attached to the bow, forming 
a kind of catamaran and 
making the craft sturdier. 
Tocber, who beached his 
canoe near San Francisco in 
an aborted attempt of the 
same run seven years ago, 
has researched the Haida 
theory independently for 15 
years. 
Others, including famed 
Norwegian adventurer Thor 
Heyerdahl have reached the 
same conclusions. 
"It is believed that the 
Baida families were swept 
out to sea or left their 
homeland nut of fear of mere 
hostile warriors. There are 
many similarities in 
language, religion, blood 
types, magic, social 
structure and art  work 
between the two areas," 
explained Lind, 
"There is a natural ecianie 
flow from F.C.'s west coast 
to Hawaii. The Polynesians 
knew this and waited up to 
several decades for big 
timbers which they used to 
build, their .canoes, to wash 
up on shore." 
On this voyage, the crew 
can keep in touch with the 
mainland by a radio, Other 
documentation of the trip 
will come from a film by 
Doug McKae, who will travel 
with the group for the first 
couple of days, and a book 
written later by Ed Keats, 
Before setting off for 
Seattle, Wash,, on the first 
leg of the trip, the three 
accepted a scroll from Bill 
Drinkwater of the Royal City 
Society, which they are to 
deliver to the Aloha Society 
in Hawaii. 
while people are starving in 
third-world countries, a 
Canadian International 
Deve lopment  Agency 
director said Saturday. 
Speaking to about 70 
delegates at the UNICEF 
British Columbia annual 
meeting, Romeo MaSons, 
director of CIDA's non- 
governmental organizations 
division a federal govern- 
ment agency providing 
foreign aid, said "we will 
never be able to build a 
peaceful world until third- 
world problems are solved." 
'me rest of the world must 
join the more affluent 
countries "on the level of the 
mountain" we have attained, 
$487 mil l ion 
to support CBC 
TORONTO (CP) - The Star 
says Canadian taxpayers 
pay three times as much as 
the Japanese, twice as much 
as Britons and 1s/2 times as 
much as Australians to 
support their public 
broadcasting system. 
For their money, 
Canadians get one of the 
b igges(  b~oadcast ing  
establishments in the world, 
the newspaper says. The 
CBC has one staff member 
for every 1,925 Canadians. 
By comparison, The Star 
says the Japaniese system 
has one staff member for 
every 6,642 people, the 
British system has one staff 
member for every 2,177, and 
the Australian system has 
one staff member for every 
2,086 people. 
Canadians spent $487 
million last year to support 
the CBC. 
Spending es t imates  
recently tabled in the House 
of Commons call for an in- 
crease of ~5.4 million in the 
federal subsidy to the CBC. 
THe estimates now are 
before the Commons 
broadcasting committee. 
The proposed budget in- 
crease would bring the cost 
of subsidizing the CBC to 
$22.32 for' each Canadian 
compared with $19.95 a 
person last year. 
Latest figures available 
show the cost of running the 
Japanese system as $6.31 a 
person while it costs $8.50 a 
person to support he British 
Broadcasting Corp. and 
$13.29 to run the Australian 
system. 
Don MaePherson, CBC 
vice-president and general 
manager of the English 
Alberta 
will lose 
language division, is quoted 
as saying the comparisons 
do not bother him, 
"It makes me feel good," 
MacPherson said. 
"Twenty dollars a year the 
approximate cost of the CBC 
subsidy for each Canadian is 
pretty cheap." 
MaePherson said that the 
gengrophy of Canada, the 
necessisty of providing 
programs in two languages, 
and the regional nature of 
the country result in higher 
costs and greater need for 
manpower than in other 
countries. 
money 
CALGARY (CP) A 
provincial  government 
agency may have jeopar- 
dized substantial govern- 
ment revenue by ordering a
game farm operated by 
Wildlife Film Ventures Ltd. 
into receivership, says 
company president Mickey 
Bailey. 
In an interview, he said the 
Alberta Opportunity. Co. 
AOC, Which provides leans to 
small Alberta businesses, is 
going to lose money because 
of the move. 
The AOC ordered a 
receiver to take over 
management of the game 
farm near Seshe, Alta., last 
week alter its shareholders 
failed to raise additional 
investment aid to reduce an 
outstandlng debt of $39,947, 
The AOC had loaned $136,000 
to aid coustruotlon of the 
park. 
The game farm was 
opened to the public in 1976 
and provided facilities for 
filming wild-life stories 
using animals, 
"1 know of three feature 
films with budgets over a 
million dollars that now may 
be shot in either Colorado r 
British Columbia," Bailey 
said. 
Walt Disney Productions 
cancelled a scheduled 
filming session at the game 
farm this month, he said, 
Odclt~l that he would have to 
ranegotiate other feature 
films In t~ area, 
Ed Clarke~'A.OC managing 
director, said in'a[~ interview 
the agency felt the~company 
"suffered from lack of owner 
investment from the 
beginning," 
"They have suffered some 
losses in their film ventures, 
and inflationary cost rises 
during construction have 
taken their toll as well," he 
said. 
I I II IIIII I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSIN ESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power, tst and last 
months rent end drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 plckupJ 711 Econollnt vanS 78 C 100 Chev pu 
$148.00 per month J SlN.OO per month i $139.00 per month 
lease end prlceJ lease end price R lease end price 
$2,175.00 I . , .s .08 . ] S1,1175.00 
i Or simply return J or s!mply ret~n J or simply return i
g 10 camera HTI 7S Zephyr sedeni, Te Dodge Van i 
1139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,035.00 
or simply return 
711 Fiesta 3 dr. 
599.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return. 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,825.00 
or simply return 
711FI50 4x4  
SlSS.O0 per month 
lease end price 
'S3,3/S.08 
o,r, simply return 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$3,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLL  E CT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1110 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
I 
scarcity of food, "are putting 
pressure on us the change 
our way of l ife" and 
reconsider how resources 
are being spent, said 
Malone. 
He said the main obstacle 
to development is over- 
population, but it has been a 
mistake merely to provide 
birth control without 
acknowledging that people in 
developing countries are 
intelligent and should be 
consulted. 
The attitude was that ff 
transportation networks wer 
built and birth control 
provided, "everything would 
be solved, as if a society can 
be changed easily," he said. 
Malone also said poverty in 
the third world often has 
been portrayed unreallsit- 
oally in ads showing starving 
children that didn't tell the 
whole story or place poverty 
in a social context. 
He said although they are 
poor, people in developing 
countries have "hope and 
beauty,"ad he has been 
encouraged by "the 
tremendous power of these 
poopel who want something 
better." 
fishing problems on both 
coasts or risk having its 
fishermen banned from 
Canadian waters,, govern- 
ment spokesmen said today. 
"The ball is in the U.S. 
court now." one spokesman 
said. At stake is increased 
access to U.S. coastal waters 
for British Columbia salmon 
trollers versus important 
groundfisheries for the 
Americans off B.C. and Nova 
Scotia. 
The spokesmen said 
Canada closed the Swiftsure 
Bank off southern B.C. today 
as the Americans had 
requested under an interim 
rec iproca l  f i sher ies  
agreement for 1978 still 
awaiting .approval by 
Congress. 
In return, Canada wants 
its salmon trollers allowed to 
fish in coastal waters off 
Washington state as far 
south as Carroll Island as 
promised in the agreement. 
It also wants the Americans 
to slow down scallop, had- 
dock, cod and pollock fishing 
off the East Coast. 
"We're holding bake our 
fleet for conservation pur- 
poses and they're not putting 
any restrictions on theirs." 
The Canadian move could 
appear as a concession i the 
short term, a spokesman 
said. "We're going to take a 
little heat now." But the 
American government will 
feel the pressure "when the 
situation dawns on the other 
fishing interests in the U.S." 
Special negotiators Marcel 
Cadieux for Canada and 
Lloyd Cutler for the U.S. 
were to meet in Washington 
May 26. The Americans 
were to provide a response to 
Canadian demands at that 
time. If the answer wasn't 
satisfactory, Canada would 
consider the U.S. is not living 
up to reciprocal fishing 
commitments and move to 
bar the U.S. fleet from 
'Canadian waters. 
day meeting here last week. 
Cutler said then he could not 
make any promises without 
consulting Congressional 
leaders about increased 
access for the B.C. trollers. 
The U.S. fishery for 
halibut off B.C. and redfish. 
cod and haddock off Nova 
Scotia opens oon. The value 
of that fishery at least equals 
Canadian salmon trolling off 
Washington State. 
The spokesman said the 
closing to the Swiftsure 
Banks was more a matter of 
principle as only throe or 
four Canadian vessels were 
there. The U,S. wanted it 
closed from April 15 to June 
14 to protect immature 
salmon from their rivers, 
Canada disputed this claim 
but had earlier closed the 
inner quarter of the Banks. 
But because Canada did 
not close the entire Bank in 
April, the Americans refused 
to allow the Canadians in- 
creased access to 
injunction, now stayed in- 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
approved by Congress. 
difference a 
a price makes. 
for you. l l  at 
. . . .  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VgG IL8 
635-6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Licence 02046A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
,,,, TERRACE MEATS 
LAKELSE 
,,..,,o ,,0,,,) 638-1766 
NEW 
OWNER 
JIM 
MASON 
NOW OWBED AND OPERATED by JIM MASON ] 
He II be happy  to cut what you want 
the way you want it cut. 
When Elsie Eliason first opened 
her plant and crafts shod in Kamloops 
she was always too busy to give her 
customers the individual attention they 
deserve, Or to find the time to organize 
her business properly, 
Then she got together with 
Lissa Chartier, 
Lissa works five days a week, 
She takes care of customers, 
keeps the store clean and when Elsie's 
not around, does a pretty good job 
of manageress, 
And Elsie has~ihe time to spend 
with her customers and to run her 
store the way she wants to, 
Couldn't you use someone 
like Lissa Chartier? 
Think about it. Perhaps a 
delivery person. A gardener. A waiter. 
Call your nearesl Canada 
Man power Centre for Students/B,C. 
Youth Employment Office. 
We'll get you together with 
someone who wants to work. 
Elsie Eliason did 
I•IP Employment and Emplolet Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Rud Cullen MLn,qlf~r 
Provlnceof Ministry of 
British Columbia " Labour 
get oget  and get o work. 
A io,ll program of the Oovernmer~l of Br~hsh Columbia lind Employmonl ;l ld hr~rnrgral~on Ctlllada 
f 
. . . . .  j ' :  i l  I ! J 
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Moro's Christian Democrats 
score high in Italy's election 
ROME (AP) - Initial 
returns from Italian local 
elections showed a strong 
swing today to the Christian 
Democrat party whose 
leader, Aide More, was slain 
by the terrorist Red 
Brigades. 
As the votes were being 
counted, the Brigades truck 
again, seriously wounding an 
• official of a car factory in 
Bologna. 
In the northeastern city of 
Trent, partial returns from 
Sunday's voting showed the 
Christian Democrats scoring 
a strong increase in their 
share of the vote while the 
Communists and socialists 
lost some ground. 
Political analysts had 
predicted a strong sympathy 
vote for the Christian. 
Democrats after the Red 
Brigades kidnapped and 
killed former premier More, 
the president of the party, 
but the shift seemed to be 
stronger than predicted. 
More, 61, was kidnapped 
March 16. His bullet-riddled 
body was found in Rome last 
week after the government 
refused to deal with the 
terrorists who demanded the 
release of some of their 
comrades. 
The government is 
Ghristian Democrat but is 
supported in Parliament by 
the Communists, the 
nations's second.largest 
party. 
IN the main voting centre 
of the Trent area, Bovereto, 
the Christian Democrats 
increased their share to 45.7 
percent from 39.1 per cent in 
1974 local elections; the 
Communists dropped to 17.8 
from 18.5; the Socialists fell 
to 11.7 from 14.4. The rest ;of 
the votes were divided 
among smaller parties, with 
none getting more than 1O 
percent. 
The trend was similar in 
other towns reporting from 
the area, with the Christian 
Democrats taking 51 percent 
in Avis, 33.2 percent in 
Besenello, 70 percent in 
Amblar and 42.5 percent in 
Telve. 
Trent was the only area 
reporting returns this 
morning, with voting con- 
inuing during the day in 800 
other cities. 
A total of 3.8 million 
voters, or 10 percent of the 
national total, cast ballots. 
In the Bologna incident, 
police said three men and a 
woman jumped out of a car, 
shot 48-year-old Antonio 
Mazzotti as he was entering 
Former CIA director 
admits his mistakes 
NEW YORK (AP) - In the 
days when the CIA'.s 
paramilitary skills were 
freely inuse  around the 
world, he sent the first 
sabotage teams into North 
Vietnam. 
From those clandestine 
beginnings grew the intense 
U.S. bombing of North 
Vietnam and the com- 
mitment of 550,000 U.S. 
ground troops. The man who 
admits to starting it all, 
William Colby, later director 
of the CIA, now believes it 
was all a mistake. 
In his book published today 
by Simon and Schuster, 
Honorable Men: My Life in 
the CIA, Colby argues that 
"whether we would have 
won or lest," the only way to 
have sensibly fought the 
Vietnam war was at the 
village level as a politicl 
struggle against he Com- 
munists, using only Viet- 
namese forces. 
Colby went on to play a 
major role in counter- 
insurgency and pacification 
programs in Vietnam, but in 
his book he clearly believes 
that it was then a lost cause. 
As CIA station chief in 
Saigon in 1963, Colby writes 
of attending' a':Hawaii con- 
ference where .plans were 
discussed to step up the war. 
He says he tried to con- 
vince then-defence s cretary 
Robert rvlacNamara that the 
sabotage teams sent into 
North Vietnam had disap- 
peared quickly from radio 
contact and possibly Were 
captured "and that putting 
such teams into the north did 
not and would not work." 
Colby says that Mac- 
Namara "listened to me with 
a cold look and he rejected 
my advice." 
"The desire to put 
pressure onto North Vietnam 
prevailed, and there and 
then the United States 
military started the planning 
and activity that would 
escalate finally to full-scale 
air attacks." 
Colby criticizes the late 
BAPTISTS LED BY 
WOMAN 
CAMBRIDGE, England 
(CP) --Nell Alexander, 63, 
of Cambridge, recently 
0ecame the first woman 
president in the 166-year 
history of the Baptist Union 
of Britain and Ireland. She 
#as installed at the union's 
annual meeting at West- 
minster Abbey in London. 
president John F. Kennedy But Colby also believes 
for going along with "what I that Kennedy "would at the 
still consider the worst very least, had he lived, 
mistake of the war, the recognized the futility of a 
American-sponsored massive miltary buildup as a 
overthrow of President Ngo way to fight a guerrilla 
Dinh Diem." war." 
The Northern 
Gardener 
by Dave Havard 
Weeds Burning You Up7 
Try Using New Strategy 
Some of the newer ways for behl,ng weeds may not be 
suited to lawns. After all, it's hard to imagine running a 
flame thrower or laser beams across the lawn, or herding 
new "l ivestock" selections (no maffer how discriminating) 
across nicely kept turf! But maybe something will evolve 
from the specialized techniques now belng trledl 
What if we could stimulate all of the weed seeds, in the lawn 
to sprout at once! Then they could be zapped with a weed 
killer to their considerable embarrassment, or be nudged 
towards slaughter by lethal winter weather agalnst their 
better instincts. Chemicals that encourage sprouting are 
being looked at quite seriously. Or maybe marginal species 
can be turned more susceptible to winter-kill with a spray. 
(In some climates you can eliminate tall fescue from blue- 
grass this way, simply by fertilizing the lawn heavily.) 
A "v i tamin"  could perhaps be developed for grass to make 
it invincible to killing sprays strong enough to finish off all 
else. A technique of thls sort has already been worked out for 
oats - so thai the ones wanted are chemically protected and 
the ones we don't want aren't. And, of course, specialized 
insects or other predators are continuously being discovered 
which are able to feed on certain species only. Why not weed. 
muchers that don't care for lawngrass, like the parasites we 
turn loose to control some insect pests? 
Nevertheless, the best weed control of all for lawns, a 
thick, flourishing turf - is not likely to be superseded soon. If 
you want to keep weeds reliably under control, make the 
lawn so dense that weeds have neither the space nor sub- 
stance to succeed. A sprouting weed can seldom compete 
against vigorous grass! High class cultivators bred 
specifically for turf can help, especially when properly 
fertilized. Tall mowing makes lawngrass that much more 
competitive: lawns mowed two inches tall may have tenfold 
fewer weeds than tufs scalped at an inch or less. 
Most of today's lawn cultlvars are bred not only for den- 
sity, but for low stature that lets much vigor.promoting reen 
leaf escape the mower. They tolerale disease, for the most 
part, and they are responsive to fertilization. And for 
emergencies there are excellent backup aids, including an 
assortment of selective herblcldes suches as the 2,4.D 
combinations that kill broadleaf weeds without ln[urlng 
lawn.grasses. 
t 
Compliments Of: 
UPLAND NURSERY 
Kalum Lake Drive 
635-2603 
If you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper oarrier - 
t we have a 
ON SUBSCRIPTIONS 
FOR YOU! 
PHONE DAWN: 
636-6367 
U.S. to sell to Israel, Arabs 
WASHINGTON (AP)- 
President Carter is 
predicting Senate approval 
of his controversial plan to 
sell sophisticated U.S. the Menarini car factory and 
fled in the car. It was found military planes to Israel and 
abandoned in the vicinity a two of its Arab neighbors. 
few minutes later. On the eve of the 
Mazzotti, who heads the showdown vote, scheduled 
Manar in i  personne l  for late today following 
department, was wounded in several hours of debate, 
the legs, stomach and chest, Carter sought sapport from a 
police said. He was reported number of senators for his 
in critical condition. $4.8-billion plane.sale 
A few minutes after the proposal. 
attack an anonymous He telephoned them 
telephone caller told the $unday fromtheprosidential 
Bologna office of the Italian retreatat Camp David, Md., 
news agency ANSA: "This where he spent he weekend. 
is the Red Brigades. We Then, in a statement 
have executed Dr. Mazzotti ssued before he returned to 
of the Menarini, a servant of the White House, Carter said 
the state." he thinks the Senate will 
approve the proposed sale to 
Israe, Egypt and Saudi 
Arabia. 
The president said he has 
been "impressed by the 
sincere desire of senators I 
have talked with this 
weekend to rise above 
partisanship and political 
concerns." He called the 
sales "crucial to our efforts 
to secure a just and lasting 
peace in the Middle East." 
Senate Democratic leader 
Robert Byrd of West 
Virginia also foresaw vie- 
tory. "I think we have to 
votes to allow the sales to go 
forward," he said. 
Two opponents, mean- 
while, predicted aclose vote. 
Republican Senator Jacob 
Javits of New York said the 
resolution to disapprove the 
sale would be decided by 
"one or two votes on either 
side." And the assistant 
Democratic leader, Senator 
Alan Cranston of California, 
said the situation in the 
Senate is "extremely fluid," 
Cranston broke with' the 
administration on the plane 
deal, saying the White House 
offer of 20 additional planes 
later on for Israel was 
"insufficient." He also said 
the assurance that he planes 
sald Saudi Arabia would not 
be used against Israe was 
"undependable." 
Carter wants to sell 60 F- 
15s to Saudi Arabia, 50 less 
advance FSEs to Egypt and 
14 F-15s and 75 F.t6s to 
Israel 
Meanwhile in a letter to 
Carter released Saturday, 
King Khalid of Saudi Arabia 
said he wants "to emphasize 
that the planes are being 
acquired for detente" and 
that his country urgently 
needs the planes "because of 
the continuing, and recently 
stepped-up, Communist 
expansion i  the area." 
His remarks came shortly 
after Carter told a group of 
editors that Cuban military 
forces are operating in South 
Yemen. 
The House of Represen- 
ta t ives  i n ternat iona l  
relations committee votes on 
the plane sale Tuesday. 
Unless both houses disap- 
prove, the say by May 28, 
Carter is free to go ahead 
with the sales. 
SAVE THOSE SOCKS 
Worn-out socks and 
sweaters, cut round and 
round in continuous strips, 
are great for making hooked 
rugs. 
TRY IT, IT'S CHEAP 
An empty wine bottle filled 
with cold water makes an 
excellent pastry roiling pin. 
PAlmCIPATE IN CANADA'S TAX CREDIT PROGBAM. 
; " *'it;hi 
he Government of 
anada has introduced 
I the Employment Tax Credit 
Program to stimulate mployment 
in the private sector by providing 
a tax rebate for business.Here's how 
it works. 
1. If an employer 
expands his normal 
work force by hiring an 
unemployed person 
through a Canada 
Manpower Centre/ 
Canada Employment 
Centre, and the job 
has been created as 
a direct result of 
the Employment 
TaxCredit Program, 
the business is 
eligible to claim the 
tax rebate. 
2. Almost any 
_J_....-.-~ V business's taxable 
income. Unused 
amounts may be carried forward for 
up to five years. 
5. A claim may be made for up to 
40 hours work a week for each 
new employee for a period of up to 
HowTO 
DO MORE 
BuSiNESS 
AND PAY 
nine months. 
6. Each new job 
must be full-time. Nor- 
mally no less than 
35 hours a week.And 
that's it, essentially. 
The program has 
been designed 
to work with a mini- 
mum of red tape. 
All employers hould 
by now have re- 
ceived a booklet ~ i,,~: : ¢'& :~.'.~ 
gives all the detaii~ :': 
of the program. If it/i: 
has not been 
business that's been in 
operation for more 
than one year is 
L E S S T ~  received, employers should contact a 
eligible " local Canada Man- 
) ,  
( 
2 
3. The rebate is calculated at power Centre/Canada Employment 
$1.50, $1.75 or $2.00 per hour. 
This rate is determined by the geo- 
graphic area of Canada in which 
tli~ new employee will be working. 
4. The rebate is deductible 
from federal income taxes payable 
but must be added to the 
Centre. ,,: 
The Employment Tax Credit 
Program. It's ready to go to work for 
Canada.And for you. 
i .~  I1~ Employment and 
Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen, Minister 
Emploi et 
Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen, Ministre 
, i 
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Jets top WHA fin s with casualties LBoys Days 
• Wagon } By J OROBANIK penalty prov,nd, our club was Friday and t o o rst Mike Amndeo on the piny was expected to play in the 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. bere to work, saldwinning three Sunday. leading to Mark Howe's gasL remainder ef the playoff 
(CP) -  For the second goalie Joe Daley who was "The way that line is Amodeo ,e,, h .d  0o ,  , ,=  ~ e w a r e  
straight game, Winnipeg brilliant in the second period playing those other guys had heavily into the end boards. ~ He was taken to the 
Jets established co~lrol when the Whalers put on better learn how to check," The Terrace and District 
~inor Hockey Association early and went On to a 
convincing win over New night but failed to score. 
England Whalers in the MORE CONCERNED 
World Hockey Association 
final Sunday night. 
Winnipeg won 5-2 to take a 
2-0 lead in the best-of-seven 
series with the next three 
games scheduled for Win- 
ulpeg beginning Friday. 
Winnipeg killed off a 
double minor penalty in the 
first five. minutes, allowing 
New England just one shot 
on goal while testing 
Whalers' goalie Louis Le- 
vassear with three excellent 
shots. 
New England had only one 
more shot in the period while 
the Jets scored twice. 
"I don't like four-minute 
penalties," said New 
England coach Harry Neale. 
"The players tend to look at 
the full four minutes rather 
than concentrating on two 
minutes. It's good if you 
score but if you don't it 
usually lifts the other team." 
"The way we killed off the 
He was admitted to hospital hospital after slamming into 
their best pressure of the said Neale. • where his condition today the boards during the third 
Dan Labraaten on a break- 
away, Bobby/Guindon, Lyle 
•Moffat, Anders Hedberg and 
Ulf Nilsson scored for 
Winnipeg. Gordie and Mark 
Howe scored for the Whalers 
in the third period. 
The Whalers again did a 
reasonable job checking the 
Jets top line of Bobby Hull, 
Hedherg and Nilsson until 
they scored late in. the 
middle period. 
But they again couldn't 
handle the line of Guindon, 
Moffat and Bill Lesuk. The 
trio figured on three goals 
KNEW POTENTIAL 
P' e Jets aren't sur- 
"It made me even more prio~U by the line that has 
concerned about my job. The been the most effective on 
way the~guys were playing either team. 
up front I was afraid I might "They were the best 
let them dowri.' . . .  checking line in our 19.day 
But Daley, playlng his first April-May training camp," 
game in 21 days, kicked out said defenceman Ted Green• 
13 difficult shots in the "They were one of the most 
second period when the Jets outstanding lines and they're 
added two more goals for a 4- just shewing it now in the 
0 margin, games." 
Whalers goalie Louis 
Lovasseur was brilliant in 
the first period when the Jets 
totally dominatedplay nd it 
was only his •play that kept 
the Whalers alive. 
"I've never seen Winnipeg 
play better than they did in 
the first half," said Neale. 
"They put us into a hole and 
wouldn't let us out." 
Winnipeg outshot the 
Whalers• 27-24 overall and 
took five of nine minor 
penalties and one of two 
fighting majors. 
The Jets lost defeneeman 
was described as good after period of Sunday night's 
Ireatment for a sprained playoff game against New 
neck and upper back. England Whalers at the 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. Springfield Civie Centre. 
tAP) ~ - Winnipeg Jets Winnipeg won the game 5-2 
dafenceman Mike. Amnden to take a 2-0 lead in the best- 
was in good condition today of-seven final. 
after hospital treatment for REPORT AGREEMENT 
a sprained neck and upper NEW YORK tAP) - -  The 
back suffered in a World United States, in a decision 
Hockey Association playoff that will equalize the size of 
game. U.S. and Soviet strategie 
"He's going to be released arsenals for the first time, 
today. He just has a eervical has tentatively agreed to a 
spain," eaida spodeswoman Soviet plan to limit beth 
for Baystate Medical Centre. countries to 2,250 long-range 
There Was no immediate n~ssilas and bombers 
indication of wl~eter Amedeo through 1985. 
~/ould like to issue the 
following warning to all boys 
md parents of boys who play 
minor hockey. 
The Association isstrongly 
~onsidering a one year 
mspension to any boy who 
~as in his possession any 
~niforms or equipment 
belonging to the Terrace and 
District Minor Hockey 
Association. 
All equipment and 
uniforms now in your 
possession should be 
returned to your coach or 
any member of the executive 
immediately. Deadline is 
May 31., 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
" -~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, 6.C. VeG 1L8 
635-6571 or 635.432S 
Dealer Licence Humber 020~6A 
HONDA Test drivea Honda today. 
KEEP THIS LIST OF WINNING NUMBERS UP TO JUN.E 9th.* 
. Winning ticket numbe/s far the Mother's I)av Draw of May 12.1978. are selected at random within each ot the 2 digit series 
LA.. d" ck 84 • ~ printed on the pouch (which excludes bonus ti(',ke.ts). Within ea(:h of these serifs there is our. $5.000 prize and ten $5{1o prizes offered. stoppe - m - t r a  s o n  To facilitate, the reading, winningticketnumhersforthl~drawarepublisbedinseque.nce. ' 
S Oly pies Games 55 PRIZES OF $5,000 
• U l I ln le r  In  
12~3240 
ATHENS tAP) - The in- 
te rnat iona l  spor ts  
federations lined up Monday 
behind the International 
Olympic Committee IOC in 
resisting Los Angeles' terms 
for holding the 1984 S u~nmer 
Olympic Games. 
As Los Angeles 
representatives considered 
possible amendments o a 
proposed contract, Lord 
Killanin, president of the 
• IOC, held a meeting of his 
e=ecutive board with the 26 
federations which control 
Olympic Sports. 
Klllonin told the meeting a
draft contram submitted by 
Los Angeles is not 
astisfaetery. Tom Keller, 
Swiss president of' the 
General Assembly "of In- 
ternationa Federat ions 
GAIF pledged that all 
federatior~ will support he 
IOC inany stand it decides to 
take. Charles Palmer, 
British secre~ur~, i. of GAIF, 
gave a smiinr'plbdge. 
Meanwhile Robert Kane, 
president of the  U.S, 
Olyn~pie Committee, told the 
Angeles delegation it 
must try to change, the 
contract it has submitted. 
Theproposal se~ out among 
other controversial points, 
wbeu would own the 1984 
television rights, The IOC 
' says the wording gives the 
rtghtli to LOS Angeles. 
Boxed 
BeSt 
by the nsnocisted press 
PESCARA, Italy - Rocky 
Mtttioli, 182½, Italy, 
knocked out Jose Duran 
153½, Spaih, 5, to retain his 
World Boxing Council junior 
middleweight ti le. 
BOSTON- Marvin Hagier, 
160, Broeton, Mass., stopped 
Kevin ' Finnegan, 162, 
England, 6/ Jimmy Mon- 
ta~e,  146, Belfast, Northern 
Ireland; ~ stopped Tony 
Petronelli, 144, Bridgewater,. 
Mass., 5. 
ORLANDO, Fla.- Howard 
Davis, 135, Glen Co~e, N.Y., 
outpointed Larry $tanton, 
135, Merrick, N.Y., 10. 
UTICA, N.Y: - sugar Ray 
Leonard, Pal~ er Park, Md., 
stopped Randy Milton, 
Seiners, Conn., 8, welter- 
weights. 
Members of the IOC 
executive beard, who have 
spent two days discussing 
the Los A~geles bid, are 
determined not to com- 
promise. Itwas learned they 
will tell the full IOC session 
starting' Wednesday, that 
Los Angeles must stage the 
Games the IOC's way or not 
at all 
Los Angeles, currently the 
only candidate for the 1984 
Games, is to present i s bid 
Wednesday, and the IOC will 
make a decision Thursday• 
Munich, Montreal and 
' Mexico City are all reported 
ready to take over the 
Games if asked, and 
Belgium is also interested. 
When Los Angeles made 
its application, the IOC sent 
it a draft eentract and asked 
for comments. Instead, Los 
(3 (3 rl 
Angeles drew up a draft 
contract of i t s  own, three 
times the length of the IOC's 
version, and sent that back, 
No candidate city has ever 
taken such action before. 
The three candidates for the 
1984 ,Winter G~imes~ 
Sapper0, J~pani Goteberg, 
Sweden, and Sarajevo, 
Yugoslavia--all received 
draft eontraets from the IOC 
and expressed their agree- 
ment. 
Conneilman Bob Ronka,. 
leader- of the Olympic 
skeptics on Los Angeles City 
C~uncil, told reporters the 
city's residents ~ ' would 
overwhelmingly support any 
move to avoid incurring a 
deficit like the one in Man- 
treal, where the Games were 
held in 1976. 
CI 0 
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POPULAR • 
REQUEST 
, .  " ' Wf f  1st 
to stu,=,ts 
: DEBI ITHTES 
"LEARN TO FEEL  
CONFIDENT & GRACEFUl .  
.. IN  JUST  
4-8 weeks for, $30.$S0 
4.$ Students Per Cour.$e 
"~I .A 'aD Sunnyhill Trai ler Court  
N0,12.3624 Kalum St. ' 
(3  13 . . ,  D 
1060722 1107636 1345720 1495517 1568594 1671287 1741665 1832950 
1979875 2082987 2105560 2262826 2369987 2421827 2549223 2651060 2752608 
'2889050 2909226 .~093745 3154807 3230010 3316059 3469615 3556160 3668090 
3701792 3850069 3949389 4092928 4179668 4226191 4324961 4498047 4550253 
4615431 4799270 4849863 4923515 5001334 5147215 5278106 5361700 5458043 
5529743 5686324 5790058 5885421 59986"37 6093561 6191899 6232987 6380006 
6412966 
1022744 .I047587 " 
1099893 1107631 
1197725 1198019 '  
1278620 '  1284037 
1387929 1391916 
"1467726 1473405 
1555319 1563423 
1658458 1664303 
1722880 1729500 
18139 1 1818259 
1902544 1917186 
1991227' 2012218 
• 2090883 2096139 
2159634 2180331 
2260355 2269203 
2356766 2369859 
2454139 2466269 
2519010 2522435 
2617871 2628275 
2732845 2735396 
2819096 2839048 
2885350 2922039 
2952228 2982658 
3089228 3094404 
• 3185415 3187654 
3258725 3260121 
1049945 
1119151 
120286~ 
1290928 
1394837 
1476161 
1570487. 
1670866 
:1.747827 
1845022 
1923326 
2036168 
2102312 
2183682 
2378834 
2474794 
2537415 
2643218 
2748240 
2843011 
" )09~0r)7  
3012553 
3094562 
3188108 
3260854 
550 PRIZES OF $500 
1051232 1068381 
1119889 1121219 
1216003 1227488 
1300061 1301.292 
1395482 1452314 
1476259 1482369 
1583584 1587941 
1685253 1686653 
1759320 '1759844 
1851296 1851708 
1926517 19306.05 
2041756 2054212 
2118715 2129254 
2204007 2206274 
" )  " )  _0 ~,.70901 : ~3Q4083 
2389270 2391000 
2488790 2488929 
2549810 2560529 
2649335 2651916 
2748574 2767390 
2846943 2861896 
2923557 2927748 
3024707 3049717 
3109950 3137931 
3197054 "3209146 
3269034 3277364 
1068761 1080767 1082265 
1122631 1144549 1184385 
1234673 1257052 1269382 
1356515, 1363530 1364390 
1455820 1458713 1466571. 
1503493' 1504946 1507109 
1591840 1622~674 1635618 
1688696 1694525 1715041 
'1767524 1768427 1796148 
1856156' "1861876 1867350 
• 1936241 1946543 1951553 
2058669 2059636 2060583 
2i41310 2148486 2148494 
2207374 2240960 2247642 
2305513 2310741" 2322681 
2412025 2413763 2418999 
2499719 "2512502 2514574 
2595109 2597895 2601362 
2663608 2666429.  2681972 
2770859 
2866868 
2928611 
3061331 
3151102 
3211685 
3318758 
1088869 
1188834 
1272131 
1371930 
.1466660 
15o9812 
1637426 
1718349 
1805850 
1876038 
1971964 
2076134 
2151197 
2254397 
2341627 ....... 
2440321 
2515557 
2605009 
2718045, 
3325655 3344591 
3415'335 3423938 
3539476 .3545899 
3618391 3619311 
3701202" 3704~21 
3788156 ,3819812 
3889832 .3897421 
3955635 3967490 
4058804. 4074017 
4155756 4159660 
4260489 4261459 
4329092 "4337169'  
4418338 4422538 
4510274 4529761 
4603321, '  4606041 
4688599 4703665.  
4786498 4793633 
4875351 4880814 
4949'384. '  4949760 
5072835 
5158169.  
5229191 
5319758 
5418262 
5500814 
55957'38 
5687081 
5769254 
5884289 
5961570 
6063734 
6128378 
621~503 
6311735 
64024~9 
6495615 
5078530 
5165589 
5232680 
531.9934 
5420420 
5527810 
5613329 
5690559 
5771793 
589'3334 
596425/  
&080726 
6131889 
6245025 
631176'3 
6403654 
3361779 3362161 3365668 3383303 
3425661 3448958 3468476 3490521 
3555297 ;.~557034 3559432 3561.773 
3,630783 ,3644845' 3663217 3669203 
3705782 3716436 3752626 3753979 
3832307 3836026 3837208 3850195 
3900831 3913670 3914843 3927833 
3972992 4021328 4027173 4040896 
4087076 4094991 . 4104206 4108475 
4169002 4191719 4195784 4210295 
4271334 4276852 42?3684 4295111 
4341663 435;3490 4362600 4367871 
4426296 4444157 4465762 4477991 
4550024 45~9127 4561312 4568032 
46260"~4 4632475 4636804 4637292 
471802'3 4731212 4758187 4766030 
4805635 4809221 4831768 '48rJ06~5 
4886469 4910091 4911503 4921'799 
4956691 4972485 5002758 5023629 
I 5087761 '3090966 5094661 510'-.~,221 
5179615 5180496 ",5184913 5185713 
5244695 '3277585 5289085 5296071 
5324914 5360195 5362861 53636'49 
5421i91 '3438832 54u3633 • '3464683 
5545439 5u54248 55u8069 5564949 
I= 5620275 5622647 5635070 5650945 
0 5701796 '3.715052 57188=9 5730091 
5774038 '3805597'  5808552 5810836 
~895674 '3899'388 5901~35 5907.=71 
5967125~ 5980394 5981381' 6010446 
6085065 6089863 6090359 6092603 
0 &133529 6137316 6147017 6177.=11 
6257:1,43 6259117 6,=60,=96 6266035 
6312693 6320500 6325770 6341094 
6417246 6427907 6429536 6454534 
2777741 2779055 2792524 
2874466. 2880711 2884530 
2928699 2939502 2940048 
3077212 3083479 3089171 
3154027 3158198 3160288 
3222498 3227829 3233267 
3320328 3322484 3322584 
3406826 3412554 3413573 
3494352 3527327 3537531 
3568952 '3588277 3606190 
3670226 3680480 .3683785 
377667~ 3785486 3787003 
3858232 3861907 3875554 
~930532 3947397 3950693 
4053204 4053998 4056738 
4117921 4118263 4120517 
4225697 4232848 4240756 
4300274 4311690 4313503" 
439335~ 4411243 4416007 
4484889 4487756 4507154 
4581876 4584615 4596285 
4667357 4684383 4685151 
4767296 4776048 4778213 
4868867 4869283 487372,1 
4925870 4925955 4930960 
5062916 5062991 5068030 
5104982 5127595 5140387 
5204378 5206272 5228059 
5297660 5303013 5316007 
5386557 5396979 5404649 
:5476283 54943~0 '5498953 
5572947 5578537 5580966 
5661089 5661493 5673812 
5735074 5738170 5764799 
5835538 5871916 5874225 
5920231 5921581 5932406 
6016746 6030798 6058242 
6105098 6123775 6124781 
6178474 6209570 6214631 
6277122 6293801 6310969 
6341767 6349872 6378619~ 
' ~456576 6468149 6~91392 
In the event of dts(:mpancy between the abovv list aml the oM(:ial computnr print.out uf I)rizv win!flng nu mhtm,;, th. latt.r shall prm'all,, 
IF YOU HOLD A WINNING TICKET:. 
1. Fill out the stub on the or If there is a regional cheque Ior the amount of it is still eligible to win in to the stub already pro. 
back of the ticket,, office of l.oto Canada inc. your prize by mall when the main drawing June tl, vided by you, ensure that 
'[. Mall the stub b]. regis- near you, present it to that ~/our stub has been verified 197H. 
tared mail to Late Canada office and the],, will gh;e b~, l,oto Canada Inc, 5. If this ticket is a winner ].'our prize cheque comes , to you automatically after 
Inc, P,O, Box 1,000,000, you a rece'lpt [or it, 4, Retain the other portion in the main draw, Loin the draw on June 9th, 
Ottav.,a, Canada KIG 3Z3 3, You will receive a . of your ticket -- remember Canada will by reference 197H, 
"Blue surprJs~ packages issued right up to the June 0th main draw n:lav ¢:onta n a May 12th Mothnr's I)av [)rat',' winning ti(:ket number.,.chez:k 
, .,.'our Late Canada tit ket number (arefully with this lisl el Mother s I)ay I)raw v.'l nni ng numhers, .. i'ou r, nuld be $50()0 or S500 riclmr. 
YOI.IB TICKETIS STILL GOOD FOR THE MAIN  DRAW ON JUNE 9th. 
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Rain and tire problems don't 
stop Terrace Stock Cars 
by Llnda Turner 
Hello Race Fans. 
Well, another race has 
come and" gone. We had 
seven races and time trials. 
Despite the rainy showers in 
town it held off at the 
Terrace Speedway. 
We had a beautiful day of 
races with fans attending to 
cheer us on. 
We had lots of actio~ 
Sunday, and good driving by 
all drivers, in spite of two 
mishaps. 
The first incident was 
when Dennis Ward lost a tire 
in No. 3 corner, then going 
over the top of number 4 
corner to roll his car. He 
wasn't hurt. I think it 
shocked him... Dennis try 
the other direction." It's a 
' softer landing, believe reel 
the second incident ec- 
cured when Ron King Jr. 
also lost a tire, with Danny 
McBryan right behind trying 
to cat-walk over the tire as it 
went flying off the track. 
Better luck next time 
everyone. 
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A DASH 
1) No. 66 Herb Quast 2) No. 78 Brian Turner 
B DASH 
1) No. 44 Shaunce Kruisseibrink 2)No. 17 Tom Sheasby 
A MAIN 
1) No. 78 Brian Turner 2) Jim Irvine 
B MAIN 
1) No. 99 Bob Postuk 
A HEAT 
1) Larry Alger 
B HEAT 
1) No. 11 Ron KingJr. 
JAMBOREE 
1) Larry Alger 
2) No. 44 Shannce Kruisselbrink 
2) No. 44 Jim Irvine 
2) No. 78 Linda Turner 
2) No. 44 Jim Irvine 
Best time of the Day. Herb Quast at 20.6. 
NUMBER DRIVER TIME -MINUTES 
66. Herb Quast 29.6 
78. Brian Turner 20.8 
44. Jim Irvine 21.1 
17. Dennis Williams 21.2 
99. Norm Stewart 21.3 
17. Tom Sheasby 21.3 
4. Larry Alger 21.4 
44. Shaunce Kruisselbrink 21.4 
99. Bob Pestuk 21.5 
55. Dennis Ward 22.0 
11. Ron Kin Jr. 22.0 
97. Ken Gordon 22.1 
77. Danny McBryan 22.2 
55 Ted Hidber 22.3 
78. Linda Turner 22.4 
POINT STANDINGS "A" 
NUMBER DRIVER POINTS 
66. Herb Quast 112 
44. J im Irvine 87 
78. Brian Turner 71 
99. Norm Stewart 54 
17. Tom Sheasby 40 
4. Larry Alger 25 
17. Dennis Williams 6 
55. Dennis Ward 1 
POINT STANDINGS "B ' " '  
NUMBER DRIVER . POINTS 
44. Shaunce Kruisselbrink 57 
55. Dennis Ward 29 
99. Bob Postuk 24 
15. Al Rasko 18 
55. Jim Davis 18 
1L 1Ron King Jr. 13 
78. Linda Turner 12 
17. Dennis Williams 11 
17. Tom Sheasby 7 
W. Danny McBryan  I 
I I 
Our next race day is May 28th with time trial at 1 p.m. 
and race start at 2 p.m. The Terrace Stock Car Club 
would like to express thanks to everyone who donates 
their time, service and trophies to the club. Thank you 
again. Hope to see you a!l again May 28th at the races'! 
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Trevino tops 
Colonial 
AP) - "Golf is a crazy 
~ame," says Jerry Pate, and 
~long comes Lee Trevino to 
~rove it. 
With his lead in jeopardy, 
3revino chipped in form off 
Se green for a firdie, swept 
n with a sparkling 66 and 
yon the $200,000 Colonial 
~Iational Invitation tour- 
nament Sunday with a 
record 268. , 
"A fantasitc week," said 
Trevino of his 12-under-par 
performance and its $40,000 
, ,  • , ,  reward. I love R. 
Trevino said he abandoned 
his swashbuckling, go-for- 
broke style to fire rounds of 
66, 68, 68, 66 and capture his 
second Colonial crown by a 
comfortable four shots. 
"I just kept jabbing 
away," he said. "I think I 
played it very smart." 
Pate knifed through the 
pack with a closing five- 
under-par 65 to tie Jerry 
Heard at 272 for second 
place. The consolation prize 
was $18,000 for each. 
Heard, the only serious 
challe,ger inthe stretch run, 
slipped in with a 68 after a 
bizarre turn of events at the 
14th and 15 holes. 
"The turning point was the 
t4th," said Trevino; who wa~ 
nursing a two-shot lead, 
Flirting with a bogey five and 
looking at Heard's second 
shot resting 10 feet from the 
cup. 
"Everything was up for 
grabs until the 14th ole," he 
~aid. "It looked like Heard 
was going to get even and 
instead he went hree down." 
Trevino holed out from 30 
feet and Heard, the 1972 
Colonial champion, missed 
his 10-footer. 
A double bogey at the par- 
four 15th ended the Heard 
threat. 
"I looked at the board 
when I tepped on the 16th tee 
and I had a six.shot lead," 
Trevino said• 
What does one think about 
with a six-stroke lead? 
"You just hope to hell you 
run out of holes in a hurry," 
said Trevino, third behind 
Jack Nicklaus and Arnold 
Palmer in career earnings. 
Trevino, runner up in two 
of his last four tournaments, 
scutUed that myth about 
golfers preferring to be a 
couple shots, back, then 
closing in a blaze of sub-par 
glory. 
'TII take a two-shot lead 
anytime. That's the pnsRion 
I like. I like to be in front." 
Tom Watson, who started 
the last 18 three back of 
Trevino, 'two behind Steve 
Melnyk and one behind 
Heard, took a triple bogey 
seven at No. 5, the most 
treacherous of the Trinity 
River spread. But he 
salvaged a 68 and a tie for 
fourth with Melnyk, who shot 
a 70. 
Tom Weiskipfs 65 hurdled 
a healthy portion of the field 
and gave him $4,200 more 
than Ben Hogan collected for 
winning in 1946, the 
inaugural. 
Pitcher shut-out 
for Tigers 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Bob Sykes appears to be in 
a rut--all he can do is pitch 
fourhit shutouts against 
Oakland A's. 
Since returning to Detroit 
from the minors, the 23.year- 
old left-hander has made two 
appearances eight days 
apart with similar results. 
He blanked the A's 6-6 with a 
four-hitter in Oakland on 
May 6 and. Sunday he 
repeated, this time by a 15-0 
score as the Tigers pounded 
out 20 hits. 
It was the first time a 
Detroit pitcher has hurled 
consecutive shutouts Since 
Mickey Lolich did it against 
Cleveland and Washington i
September, 1971.. 
"The past wo games have 
been unbelievable," said 
Sykes. "The guys have been 
making super plays and 
double plays when we need 
them. Today I got in about 
five good Jams." 
Sykes had plenty of batting 
support from Jason 
Thompson, Lou Whitaker 
and Ron LeFlore, who drove 
in three runs each. Thomp- 
son, Milt May and Rusty 
Staub all homered as the 
Tigers ended a three-game 
skid. 
ROYALS BEAT YANKEES 
In other American League 
action, Kansas City Royals 
outslugged New York 
Yankees 10-9, Boston Red 
Sox downed Minnesota 
Twins 6.2, California Angels 
edged Cleveland Indians 4-3; 
Baltimore Orioles shaded 
Texas Rangers 3-2 and Mil- 
waukee Brewers nipped Chi- 
cago White Sox 5.4. The 
SeattleToronto game was 
rained out. 
On Saturday, Oakland 
edged Detroit 3-2, Seattle 
defeated Toronto 9-6, 
Cleveland beat California 2- 
I, Boston beat Minnesota 4-2, 
Milwaukee downed Chicago 
6-1, New York defeated 
Kansas City 5-2 and 
Baltimore bet Texas 5-1. 
Royals l0 Yankees 9 
Clint Hurdle'opened the 
bottom of the ninth with a 
double and ~cored on a 
double by Amos Otis, who 
swung away after missing a
sacrifice attempt. Hurdle 
and Darrell Porter drove in 
three runs each. 
"It may sound silly," said 
Hurdle, who began t.he day 
batting .216, "but last year 
on Mother's Day I had my 
first three-hit game in Triple 
A. If .they ever outlaw 
Mother's Day, I'll be off 
somewhere selling in- 
surance." 
Red Sox 6 Twins 2 
Fred Lynn hit a three-run 
homer in the fifth inning and 
Dennis Eckersley won his 
third consecutive game as 
the red-hot Red Sox posted 
their 10th victory in 11 
games. Carlton Fisk also 
homered for Boston, while 
Willie Norwood and Mike 
Cubbage connected for 
Minnesota. 
Angels 4 Indians 3
California scored three 
times in the eighth inning on 
three walks, a hit batsman, 
an error and Tony Solaita's 
two-run pinch single. Frank 
Tanana won his sixth game 
with last-out help from Paul 
Hartzell. Tanana allowed 
seven hits in 82-3 innings. 
Orioles 3 Rangers 2
Brewers 5 White Sox 4 
f "  
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On impact these players just picked themselves up and 
• got right back at it in Monday's Alcan vs. Blackpool 
so fcer ,  
, ;.:. 
Bruins video replay 
inhibited by guard 
montreal cp) - Harry 
Sinden, general manager of 
the Bruins, was fuming 
during the weekend after his 
Boston club had dropped a4- 
1 decision to Montreal 
Canadieus in the opening 
game of the best-of-seven 
Stanley CUp final.. 
And Sam Pollock, Sinden's 
counterpart with the 
Canadieus, says it's all a 
misunderstanding. 
Sinden became angry 
about it and he's as upset as I 
am." 
Pollock dismissed the 
affair and promised "I'll 
even have a television set 
installed in their Boston's 
hospitality room next to the 
dressing room for Tuesday 
night if they want it. I knew 
nothing about his thing until 
after the game. 
"I was sitting in my usual 
place a box, high above the 
ice with Frank St. Marseille 
because "the guard told me, coach of Nova Scotia 
on orders from Sam, that I. Voyageurs all through the 
couldn't get into the TV room 
to watch replays." 
"Frank Seike, Jr. let me in 
once but the next ime I went 
down, the guard said orders 
had come from Sam to keep 
me out." 
The Hockey Night in 
Canada sudio in the Mon- 
treal Forum is directly 
across from the visiting 
team's dressing room. 
Sinden maintained he 
wanted to see several plays 
replayed. Selke is a member 
of the Hockey Night. in 
Canada staff. 
"If that's how they want o 
play it, we'll see how much 
cooperation the Hockey 
Night in Canada people will 
get when they come to~ 
Boston," Sinden said. "I've 
already talked to Paul 
Mooney Bruins president 
game. I d i~'t  know Harry 
wanted to see television and 
I didn't hear about his until 
the game was over." Pollock 
said. 
"There are building 
regulations that I'm not 
lamilia with, but it's the 
same old story," Pollock 
added. "If a can of p~int is 
spilled in this building it's 
Sam Pollock's fault. 
"Anyway, I'm very sorry 
that this happened, that 
Harry's upset and if he was 
caused an inconvenience. 
Like I said, we'll arrange for 
him to have his own 
television set .Tuesday." 
The Bruins return here for 
T uos~lay'sfood game before 
the series moves to Boston 
for third and fourth games in 
Boston Thursday and Sun- 
day. 
Braves close 
over Expos 
By LARRY HARDING 
MONTREAL (CP) -- In 
spite of his 2-1 National 
League baseball victory over 
Montreal Expos on Sunday, 
pitcher Dick Ruthven of 
Atlanta Braves was not 
smiling after the game. 
The triumph moved Ruth- 
ven's record to 2-3 and the 
statistic was the source of 
Ruthven's displeasure. 
"I've lost every year in the 
l~agues and I don't feel like 
I'm a loser," Ruthven said. 
"I feel like I'm good enough 
to win... I'd like to have a 
winning record. That's my 
goal for the season. You can 
he awfully good here (with 
Atlanta) and not have a 
winning record." 
Atlanta managei" Bobby 
Cox agreed that a pitcher 
can have a difficult time 
compiling good statistics 
with the Braves. 
"He was 14 and 16 two 
years ago," Cox said of 
Ruthven. "Last year he won 
only six games I think. He 
was injured part of the time. 
"He's got the stuff to win.' 
If we could score just a few 
runs once in a while he could 
he a big man for us. 
"It's the same thing with 
(Phil) Niekro. He's• 2-6 and 
he should be maybe 7-1 or 6-. 
2."  
In fact, Rut'hven was 7-13 
in 1977. Four of the losses 
came after the right-hander" 
had allowed just one earned 
rtm. 
FEELS FRUSTRATED 
"It gets frustrating," he 
said. "At one time I had 
better stuff than I do now, 
but I had a little bit of arm 
trouble when I was in 
Philadelphia in 1975. Then I 
felt likeel came back from 
that and learned how to pitch 
a little bit more." 
Ruthven was not the only 
frustrated person at the 
Olympic Stadium. 
In the second inning, the 
Expos had runners at first 
and second with only one out', 
but Chris speiei" executed 
poorly and reached' on a 
fielder's choice instead of 
sacrificing as Atlanta erased 
the lead runner at third. 
And in the sixth, Montreal 
had, the bases loaded with 
one out but failed to score as 
Ellis Valentine and Larry 
Parrish made short pop outs 
to centre and right field. 
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Scrambling for the ball, whether it he heading or all oat running, seemed to be the ] 
manner of play at the Alcan vs. Blaekpool soccer match Monday night at Riverlodge in ! Kitimat. Alcan won the game 6 to I. 
Alcan dumps blackpool in regional soccer 
Kitimat soccer league 
continues to he lead by the 
Alcan team following 
Monday nights' game where 
Blaekpool United was 
clipped 6 to 1 by the 
Riverledge field' and a to one Alcan player. The 
good turn-out of spectators final score again, 6 to 1. 
observing the hot play. 
At the close of the first half In the league, Alcan and 
Alcan was leading by the Terrace fight for top spot, 
slim margin of 2 to 1. In the Euroean, Luso, Kitimat, Fun 
second half Alcan, "pulled. Centre, Blackpeel, and AWT 
aluminum boys. ' away from them," according follow, respectively. 
Double-header taken by Cubs 
by Dave Hamitton 
The Terrace Reds of the 
Bulkley Valley Baseball 
League dropped a 
doubleheader in Moricetown 
to the Cubs on Sunday, losing 
9-5 and 5-1, due to a com- 
bination of lack of practice, 
good Cub pitching and some 
poor officiating, according to 
a Reds' spokesman. 
The Reds had a defensive 
lapse in the opener and the 
pitching of Cub Gary 
McKinnon cost them the 
second game. 
The poor umpiring seemed 
to begin early in the first 
game as leadoff hitter Dave 
Hamilton was called out on a 
pink-off play that the crowd 
saw as not even close. This 
did not seem to umettle the 
Reds too much though as 
they came back the next 
inning to take a I-0 lead. 
Guy Farkvam walked, 
stole second and advanced to 
score on two consecutive 
pass balls. The 'Reds 
widened the gap in the third 
inning when pitcher Ginn 
Iamele beat out an infield hit 
and then was driven in via a 
triple by Hamilton, who 
scored on a catcher-pass 
bali. 
In the fourth the Reds built 
their lead to 5-0 when 
shortstop Rob Dozzi singled 
and second baseman Barry 
HeR bunted safely to put two 
men on. Iameledrove in 
Dozzi with a single and HeR 
scored on a pass ball. " 
Gary McKinnon collected 
the victory for the Cubs as he 
kept the Reds .hitters in 
check with good speed, a 
good curve and a deceiving 
change-hp. Jim Kellar of the 
Reds drew the loss as both 
chuckers went the distance. 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
ate  here. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
' 4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IL8 
635.6S71 or 635.4325 
~[OZ%T]D~L Dealer Licence Number 02666A 
Eccentric aUthor 
worked potlines 
By GEOFF MEGGS 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  It's 
taken 48 years, a score of 
jobs from lugging to smelter 
work, and a half-dozen ef- 
forts to assume the role of an 
eccentric author, but Peter 
Trower is at last a writer, 
His latest collection of 
~ ems is selling well, he is in mand @s a talk.show guest 
and his charter membership 
in Vancouver's lunatic ar- 
tistic fringe has expired. 
Although Trowsr always 
wanted to be a writer, the 
story of his convoluted 
journey from logger to 
respected author and 
newspaper columnist is as 
chaotic and teeming with 
lowlife as the writing on a 
bathroom wall. 
And although e said in a 
beerball interview that he's 
glad his scuffling days are 
over, the now trim and clean- 
sbavm, Trower tells his tale 
with the quiet satisfaction of
someone who has lived the 
bad life and is proud of it. 
FATHER TEST PILOT 
Born in 1930 to an English 
test pilot and his artist wife, 
Trower started life with a bit 
of an edge. But his father 
died in a 1935 crash, his 
mother moved the family to 
Vancouver and by the time 
the Second World War was 
over the Trowers were in 
lemanclal trouble. 
"When I was a kid in Eng- 
land, I fooled around with 
poetry," Trower said, "but 
as soon as I got into heavy 
work, it wasn't conducive. So 
I didn't write for a long 
time." 
For 20 years, Trower did 
almost every manual job 
B.C. could offer but mining. 
He logged, spent wo years 
on the potline at Alcan's 
Kitimat smelter, worked in a 
hospital laundry and carried 
parts around a warehouse. 
Between jobs, he inhabited 
the seedy bars and down-at- 
heel hotels of Vancouver's 
East End, plunging into 
every lifestyle fad that came 
along. He was, in turn, a 
zoot-suiter, a greaser, a 
beatnik and a number of 
things in between. 
'Tve been through three 
decades of different rips," 
be said. "I kept thinking l 'd 
grow up, but some other 
interesting thing would come 
along." 
GLARED AT DRINKERS 
During his gangster stage, 
he remembers, he would sit 
in bars in a black suit, 
glowering at other drinkers 
from under his wide- 
brimmed hat. 
""I acted like a hit:man. I 
stared at people until they 
got scared and lefL" 
It was during this era, be 
said that he met Montreal's 
Leonard Cohen at a party for 
poets and was advised to put 
his verse to music. Trower 
now performs with 
musicians whenever pos- 
sible~ but notall the advice 
he picked up in those days 
was as valuable as Cohen's. 
"One guy had me con- 
vinced I was some kind of 
primitive," Trower said. "I 
finally had to go back to the 
logging camps to get back oo 
track. 
"Later I went through a 
phase for about five years 
when I was influenced by 
surrealist poets and wrote 
incomprehensible garbage. 
But I stopped that--I 
couldn't understand it 
myself." 
Finally, he said, he 
decided that to become a 
writer he would have to do 
nothing but write. He quit 
logging, moved into a cot- 
rage behind his mother's 
house in Gibsone, on the 
Sechelt peninsula north of 
Vancouver, and shed all 
hints of the "bogunnoss" that 
had plagued him, including 
his wig. 
"I realized that if I didn't 
make a stand then, rd  wind 
up in the woods at 65. I'd he 
there forever. I figured I was 
doomed, that I would die iog- 
ging. Mter 20-odd years, I'd 
. .  "t 
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I Spectac le  Lake and beaver  dam, ~'? : "  ,.~ //.-'~:~ ..... . . . .  ~ 
Bowron Lake Provincia l  Park,B.C. Tourisrn B.C.' Photo 
i l l  IM  
A canoeist's &ream in the park 
had enough. I'd paid my dues 
to the structure." 
MADE PROGRESS 
When he finally began to 
write about something be 
know--logging, the moun-. Mountains, like a moat 
rains and desperate, lonely around a castle, this wildlife 
days in shabby hotels--be sanctuary isthe objective of 
began to make progress. 
"I write about work 
became I've done a lot of it. 
I've majored in work, I 
guess." 
For four years he edited 
Raincoast Chronicles, a 
journal of West Coast history 
and literature and slowly 
became known as a kind of 
worker-poet. 
"I'm called a worker-post 
because that's what I write 
about. But I don't preach. 
When I'm writing about a 
gross job situation, it should 
be obvious that something 
should be done about it." 
He considers his latest 
book, Ragged Horizons, his 
best work. 
"People respond to ac- 
cessibility in poetry. I don't 
want to write poetry that 
takes months to decipher. 
byRaeSutcllffe at the starting point. This wade up; a waterfall; a Shallow Spectacle Lake 
There is a wilderness in reduces transportat ion series of cascades to and Bowron, the last lake, 
Bowron Lake Provincial problems as the ear is bypass; and sometimes the have an altogher diffent 
Park. waiting at trip's end. frustrating delay of high atmosphere. Moose feed and 
Carved in the Caribco Most visitors spend some winds on the lakes, waterfown nest in these 
seven to I0 days on the trip 
around the park. The best 
time is between June and 
October. 
Some outdoors experience 
and advance preparation is
essential as travellers must 
fend for themselves once on 
the circuit. There are 
protage trails in a few places 
and park staff have main- 
rained emergency cabins. 
Natura l  obstac les  
shallenge the visitor. 
There are seven protages 
to scramble over; a number 
of rivers to paddle down or 
canoeists from all over 
North America. 
Here, in 120,000 hectares of 
unspoiled land, man is as 
close to nature as he can get 
by road and water. 
Nature had molded the 
landscape: six major lakes 
are connected by smaller 
lakes and rivers to form a 
rectangular waterway. 
The water system's 
unusual shape allows 
canoeists o finish the circuit 
"Writing should be an habitue who has slightly 
adventure. It quits being an devious eyes and carries a 
adventure when you're just crumpled Racing Form 
repenting yourself and you under an arm. She scarcely 
figure you know all about it." even bets on the nags. 
Trower said that Ragged Beverly got hooked on 
Hori,~j~g., released in horses in Grade 4. She was 
rFebrtm.~ :='was just the i'eadlng a book about a1924 
ber ing  of ,~ writing ex- Kentucky Derby winner and 
plosien that has included a she bad just seen Northern 
screen-play and 68 columns Dancer outrun Hill Rise in a 
for the weekly Coast News in sizzling finish to become the 
Gibsous. first Canadian.bred horse to 
Truwer said he'll be glad win the Kentucky Derby. 
when the promotion for ' She became nthused and 
Ragged Horizons is over so 
he can really settle down to 
work. lie's been waiting a 
long time and he has a lot to 
write about. 
"I don't call myself a poet 
anymore," he said. "I call 
myself a writer. 
" I 'm concerned with 
literate values, with writing 
Horse writer 
hooked 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) - -  anything about he horses." 
Bewrly Smith isn't the She later developed what 
classic figure of a racetrack she calls her system, 
designing a shorthand 
method to describe most 
thoroughbred racehorses in
the U.S. and Canada, as well 
as their owners, breeding 
and track records. 
Her scrapbooks by this 
time resembled a racing 
compendium made up of 
newspaper  c l ipp ings,  
photographs and statistics, 
including facts about 
standardbred racing/found 
at fall fairs and other tracks 
throughout southwestern 
Ontario. 
Miss Smith never has com- 
pleted her book of fiction, 
now in its eighth revision, 
and she hasn't lost her love 
of racehorses. 
Handicapping horses 
"came natqrally to her, 
beginning while she was a 
high-school student. She 
often would drive to Kin. 
cardine, Hanover and Go. 
dsrich with friends to watch 
the races. 
"I became so good at 
handicapping that I would be 
able to pick four or five 
winners a night." 
Canoeists are usually 
tempted to linger on onger 
than planned on Indianpoint 
Lake. 
Here they rest from the 
portages they have just 
completed or try their luck 
fishing. 
Fishing is good in this lake. 
Among the fish in the 
Bowron system are Dolly 
Varden Kamloops Trout, 
Kokanee and Rocky 
Mountain Whitefish. 
Isaac Lake, shaped like an 
"L", is the longest in the 
circuit. 
In favorable winds, canoes 
can be sailed rather than 
paddled, saving labor and 
freeing the eyes to wander 
along the mountainsides. 
Lanezi Lake has, perhaps, 
the best landscapes. 
The lake itself mirrors the 
surrounding scenery. 
Photographers can click 
2400-metre mountains 
standing shoulder to 
shoulder along the park's 
southern flank. 
lakes' marshes. Here canoes 
rustle through the reeds at a 
leisurely pace. 
Then it is one last paddle, 
down winding Bowron River. 
A moose raises his head 
for a moment to survey the 
intruders, but they are soon 
gone. 
This day's end is their 
journey's end. 
The park is accessible via 
a 112-kilometre road running 
from Quesnel through Wells 
to Bowron Lake. 
Facilities such as a 
campground, parking 
spaces, supplies, ac- 
commodation and rental 
equipment are located near 
the park's entrance. 
The park headquarters, a 
nature house and an in., 
formation centre are 
situated near the parking lot. 
All visitors are required to 
register prior to making the 
canoe trip. 
Canoes are launced at and 
return to a spot near the 
parkina let. 
began writing a book about 
horse racing, illustrating it 
with her own sketches. That 
was in 1964. 
Fourteen years tater, she 
is completing her master's 
degree in journalism at 
University of Western On- 
tario, still writes about and 
sketches racehorses and is 
almost a regular at Western 
Fair Raceway. 
"I don't know what it is ex- 
actly," she said. "By the 
time I was watching the 
Kentucky Derby two .years 
later, I was able to describe 
the whole race and tell you 
'm Tub.r 
Inn 
$1ltt tHlakespearean  ,.um 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon-Thur-8a.m.-12p.m, 
Fri-Sat-8a.m.-la.m. 
CLOS E D Reservations 
236 CITY OTR. SUN. 632-3636 
beef & bottle 
presents 
T_he_¢al_ ao 
& 
HNOING 
Reservations at the Tudor up until S p,m, 
WEO.-SUN. 
6 a.m.-I a,m. 
well. I'm concerned with 
telling the truth." 
Homeowners face 
bumpy road 
CONSUMER COMMENT 
Thinking of buying a 
house? ~. The road from 
prospective buyer to 
homeowner can be bumpy at 
times, unless you know how 
to aveidthe potholes. 
Start by establishing what 
you can afford. You're likely 
to be making payments for a 
long time, so make sure you 
won't bqve to work night and 
day to meet hem. A general 
rule-of-thumb is to keep 
monthly payments (prin- 
cipal, interest and taxes) to 
no more than 27 to 30 percent 
of your gross income. 
Once you know how much 
you can spend, talk to a real 
estate agent, and look 
through the classified ads in 
thepaper to see what sort of 
house you can get for the 
money, 
Tell the agent which 
features you feel are 
.euential in a house, and 
which are simply desirable. 
Do you need three bedrooms 
or.would two or even one be 
sufficient, providing it's 
possible to add others later? 
How about location- would 
you rather have a small 
house in an expensive area 
wldch is close to work, or a 
bigger one further away, and 
spend more time getting to 
and from your Job? 
Make' sure you allow 
enough time to examine 
thoroughly any house you're 
interested in. Many buyers 
sPen. less than a half hour 
l(~kint~at the house they're 
plannin~ to buy. When you 
consider that they may still 
be paying for it twenty-five 
years,later, that isn't a very 
thorough inspection. 
You can get books from the 
library which will help you 
spo~ the more Obvious 
problems, but serious flaws 
are not always apparent 
even to the alert buyer. 
Wiring, plumbing, or 
structural problems can be 
so well hidden that only an 
expert can spot them, so it's 
best to get an independent 
building inspection firm to 
chech the place over. 
If you're buying a new 
house, or one that was built 
afl~er April 1, 1970, be sure to 
ask if it's covered by the New 
Home Warranty Program of 
B,C. The warranty lasts for 
five years from the date of 
sale to the first owner, and is 
transferrable to subsequent 
owners. A brochure on me 
program is available from 
New HomeWarranty 
Program, Box 200, Sperling 
Plaza I, 6400 Roberts Street, 
Bureaby, B.C. VbG 4C9. 
The next "Consumer 
Comment" will discuss 
signing the interim purchase 
agreement, and sources of 
government grants and 
mortgages for new and older 
homes. 
WAGE RAISED 
PARIS (AP) --  The 
French minimum legal wage 
was raised 3.0 per cent 
Wednesday to10.45 francs an 
hour (about $2.50), in a move 
the government said would 
increase workers' buying 
power iby 1:2 per cent. An 
estimated 700,000 Fren- 
chmen in factories and on 
farms earn the mhdmum 
wage, which lost went up 
Dee. I. 
IT SHOULD DELIVER 
MAIL 
A giant tortoise can . 
achieve a maximum speed of 
.17 miles anhour. 
146 City Cir. 632-7200 
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You co d 
lose a 
By MARTHA COHN 
TORONTO (CP) --  Don't 
join a ballet group if you're 
shy. 
If you tremble at the 
thought of having your 
costume undone before a 
packed audience, of having 
your wig come askew or of 
losing it altogether, of slip- 
ping on a lemon, of getting 
tangled in your tutu and 
completing a dance with 
wads of fabric wrapped 
around your leg--don't even 
consider a job with the 
ballet. 
Those debacles and many 
others are taken in stride, 
literally, by professional 
dancers, who are trained 
through strict discipline that 
the performance omes first. 
"You have to think very 
quickly to make up for these 
problems," said Lorna 
Geddea, who has been with 
the National Ballet of 
Canada's corps de ballet for 
19 years. 
Charles Kirby, who has 
been a character dancer 
with the company for 14 
years, said: "You just have 
to ignore it." 
PARTNERED BY FLY 
Miss Geddes had to ignore 
a fly that danced across her 
body for 25 minutes while she 
danced across the stage at 
London, Ont. 
She was performing inLos 
Sylphides. "The pesos are 
slow and graceful, so I 
couldn't shake or move my 
arm suddenly to get rid of it. 
And I'm terribly ticklish." 
As the fly trekked across 
her arm, chest and face, the 
torment started tears 
trickling down her cheeks. 
"The terrible question was: 
'Should I go off?' I just lived 
from second to second, 
position to position. 
"It was the worst ex- 
perience I've ever had on 
stage." 
Kirby's memorable in- 
cident occurred when he was 
playing Capulet in Romeo 
and Juliet in Vancouver. 
At the beginning, Capulet 
and Montague have a fight 
with broadswords. Kirby's 
sword glanced off his op- 
penent's, bounced back and 
struck him in the forehead. 
Kirby unobtrusively turned 
head away from .,the 
audience and made his way 
to the side of the stage. 
'rOOK 13 STITCHES 
Karen Kain whispered: 
"Charles, turn back and 
keep your face upstage. 
Blood's rolling all over your 
face." 
He staunched the blood 
and returned for the 
ballroom scene. After the 
performance, hewound up in 
baspital having 13 stitches 
pat into his forehead. 
He said his biggest con- 
cern wher~ the accident 
occurred was not getting 
blood on his costume. 
The company had to sur- 
mount several crises during 
the opening of the National 
Arts Centre in Ottawa in 
1969, when it was performing 
Romeo and Juliet. 
Since the theatre had 
never been used before, no 
one was accustomed to its 
controls and mechanics, but 
everything was going fine 
until suddenly the middle 
section of the three-part 
orchestra pit started rising, 
blocking the audience's 
view. 
Because only the middle 
section of the orchestra went 
up, the piano, which 
~traddled a dividing line 
between sections, began to 
flit. Musicians were sop. 
stated from music, music 
stands fell off the edge of the 
platform and electric in- 
struments were unplugged. 
LIGHTS WENT OUT 
Celia Franca, then com- 
pany director, had to 
whisper three times before 
someone managed to close 
the curtains and a IS-minute 
delay followed while 
stagehands figured out what 
went wrong and how to lower 
the orchestra. 
The performance was 
interrupted again fur a few 
minutes by a blackout during 
the last act. Then at the end, 
while Romeo and Juliet were 
lying dead on their tombs, 
the curtains wouldn't dose 
completely. So the audience 
watched the dead lovers get 
up and walk off. 
RELAX 
THIS 
SUMMOn 
. . . .  .-.'~. ~.,.. 
n(CREIITIHgL 
VEHICLES 
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MINI MOTOR 
HOMES 
23' & 21' IN STOOK 
New 
CAMPERS 
All Sizes 
From 
. ~ mr -~. , . . .  ' \ 
IVAN CONVERSIONS I & 
CANOPYS 
TRAILERS 
1977 "New" In Stock 
$2640oo [ 17%'Loaded $5860oo 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Lioonoe Number 1492A Terrace, B.O, 
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Looking for something new and within reason for the family budget. 
Then why not view this very nice family home on large serviced lot. 
Main floor features L-shaped living and dining with wall to wall 
carpet and brick fireplace. Bright kitchen with ash cupboards and 
C-F. Two bedrooms with wall to wall and ,1 piece plumbing, full 
basement with roughed in fireplace, insulated, wired and rough 
studding• Ready to convert to extra bedrooms and family room. 
i:! Roughed in plumbing for 2nd bathroom. 
:': A very nice comfortable home for $45,000. Drive by 5133 Agar 
,-. Avenue then make your appointment o view• Vacant and ready for 
immediate occupancy• 
For complete details on this worthwhile listing Contact: 
McColl Real Estate Services Ltd. 
3239 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6131 
Give Your Washer 
A Break. . .  
•. By keeping it clean! A 
gallon of distilled vinegar, 
poured into a washer filled 
with warm water and run 
through a complete cycle, 
will help keep your washers 
hoses clean. 
• :..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:......:..:..:..:. 
• You may be able to 
make better use of existing 
bathroom space by com- 
partmentalizing; partition- 
ing off areas can allow more 
than one person to use the 
VINYL SIDING: A HOME'S 
Energy conservation tips 
are gaining importance in 
many households across the 
country. Aware of rising fuel 
costs, many homeowners 
are adding or replacing attic 
insulation and checking to 
make sure that windows and 
doors are properly sealed to 
prevent undue heat loss. 
They're also checking to 
make sure the furnace is 
operating efficiently• But 
many homeowners, when 
planning to remodel, are 
missing one important '  
energy saver -- solid vinyl 
siding. 
Besides being an efficient 
energy saver, vinyl siding 
has many other advantages. 
Because it is solid color clear 
through, scratches on vinyl 
do not show as they do on 
metal siding. And, unlike 
metal siding, vinyl will never 
need repainting. Vinyl is 
also easy to clean• Usually, 
simple washing with a 
spbnge and soapy water will 
make vinyl look as good as 
the day it was installed. 
However, the manufacturer 
states that even• abrasive 
cleansers can b~ used 
without damaging the vinyl 
-- although such extreme 
cleaning methods are rarely 
necessary• 
Metal siding may dent if 
hit by hail or a s'tray 
baseball. Sometimes the 
entire panel of siding must 
be removed to repair these 
dents. Vinyl siding, how- 
ever, will absorbthe shock 
and show no sign of damage. 
Safety is another impor- 
tant reason to consider vinyl 
siding. Vinyl does not 
attract lightning, nor does it 
conduct electricity. Unlike 
HIDDEN ENERGY SAVER 
electrician when it is installed. And because vinyl does not telegraph sound, outside noises are muffled. 
i~liimllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilillllllliilllai l l l l l l l l l l~m 
l• 
Excl. 853 5007 McRae St. 
• Lovely residence, two 
• finished floor of ever 2000 
• sq. ft. wrap around patio, 
two fireplaces, two 
bathrooms, l iving room 
and family room. "5 car- 
l peted bedrooms, affractive 
lexter ior  of brickwork and 
l cedar  with white stucco. 
Good value for $65,000. 
• MLS 298 2504 Craig Dr. 
very solidly built 1,400 sq. 
1 ft. with same amount in 
lbasement. 3 bedrooms on 
• ]]each floor. Actually a 
ldup lex  with separate 
I meters. Ample carpet 
throughout and an at- 
tractive fireplace has just 
been added to the main 
• floor. Top value for $49,000. 
• A.E. Le 
[] 
l i l y  • ¥ l  k lmn 11111111 • 
l 
MLS 2900 2678 Clark Dr. 
REDUCED from $46,000 to 
$42,500 and open to offers. 
Two homes for the price of 
one almost. A 3 bedroom 
residence with attached 
garage plus a two bedroom 
compact home a Iongslde to 
bring in revenue. Main 
residence for an owner has 
1060 sq. ft. with separate 
utillty, nice kitchen and 
living room. Inquire for 
more details on this special 
listing. 
NEWLY LISTED AT 4120 
BENNER ST. This ap- 
pealing home lust 
redecorated has 1,200 sq.ft. 
spacious living room dining 
room and kitchen with 
built.in range and oven. 
Full basement has second 
bathroom, 4th bedroom 
plus an entertainment 
room with second fireplace 
and newly constructed red 
vinyl settees which stay 
with the home. Workshop 
in basement plus single 
carport. Residence ison an 
87'x146' lot and an ad- 
ditional 87' lot beside is 
included In this excellent 
buy of $64,500. Well worth 
investigating. 
Excl. 825 2407 Pear St. 
attractively decorated 
inside and outside by 
present owner, 3 bedrooms, 
kitchen, utility living room, 
bathroom, nicely carpeted, 
extra insulation for electric 
heat, white range and 
fridge Included. Land- 
soaped with metal storage 
building. $29,900. 
Page Limited Coast 
730 MULLER EXCL. 753. • 
Reduced in price to $35,000• 
and owner will consider all • 
offers on this well built • 
duplex. Two bedrooms Ka 
with kitchens, living rooms i
and bathrooms. Concrete•]] 
ringwall, drilled well, new•]] 
septic tank, some ap-•  
pllcances included. Good: 
revenue property in central • 
location In Thornhlll. • 
Gossen Creek, clean well • 
constructed 2 bedroom 
home wall to wall in livlng~=l 
room, nice kitchen, full•it 
bathroom with ceramic•]] 
tile, insulated for electric•]] 
heat, concrete foundation. • 
Excellent drilled well plus.lit • 
a second dug well, storage•]] 
building included at rear. • 
Land Is ].75 acres in•  
residential rural setting. • 
Asking $26,500. • 
Coast  Rea l  Es ta te  Serv ice  • 
facilities and still have metal siding, vinyl does not 
privacy, for instance, have to be grounded by an 
0000000000000000000 
. DO.lT.YOURSELFER'SAlD...Byusingittomaskacarpetrunnerona : "~ DOUGLAS ~]~ -:ilO~/fl/WtSr 
stairway. Ouctapecanhelpyoukeepthepaintfromseepingintothe • I t~, .CHANNEL ~=.,..,~,s,,,,=,,o,~ 
carpet.Andbecauseit'sairtightandwaterproof, th i s tape is idea l fo r l im i less  number of home.repair projects. ••~.~. .~.~ ] " '  REALTYLTo. ~ : 
• !IBt   i • 
• • 
Owners Leaving- Anxious 
to sell. Very comfortable 
family home with large 
backyard full of fruit trees. 
Located on paved street 
DAVE SERRY 
632.4426 : 
• OFFICIAL BLOCK eROS.ASSOCIATE DEALERS • ~ ~ L  ......... ~ ~.  
• KITIMAT • 
: "The Performers" : - ~ 
This modern, 3 bedroom Attractive three bedroom .. . . 
>pacnous tamily home • HOMES FORSALE • home is situated in a famlly homeonlargelotin . . . . . .  ! 
/nree oearooms upstairs 
• . . • popular sub-division and choice location, closeto all and two downstairs on 
Ntooern Kffcnen With built- • J-43 - Doub!ewido Mobile Home • features 2 fireplaces and schools and downtown . . . . . . . . . . .  ' dis ensuite plumbing. It is shopping. Features 2 . . . . .  ~ ~ .~ la, 
• 4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement  • carpeted throughout, has f i rep laces ,  ensu i te  ,n ,o.oo. ce.r.vre, 2,/., ,a.n, sh, gooa location, ClOSe to 1176 sq. ft. and natural gas plumbing, large rec room . . . .  Lo~ 
bedroom - • . scnool aria sHopping 21 Finch 1% Storey heating. The large lot .s and 2 extra bedrooms in Aksin -55 000 . . . .  " . lar Re:enuev • landscaped, with the treed finished basement. Nicely or Christel ' Ca sldenflal IB g S , (;all HOrST 
,n. Two ~ 76 I)arlson - Large Frestge Home • backyard fenced in. landscaped. Asking " mc 
nt suite -~D J-2O - 2 Bedroom Mobile Homo • Asking price S50,500. Call $59,000. Call Christel or ~ p.= ~=~ 
ncome.Priced • =.... Horst or Christel. Horst for mere in. * ~ , 
• 38-863 - Lahakas Carpeted Condo. ~ ~ .... ~ l l  formation. For quick 
• Unit • |1 
m 
: BROCK : Threebedrooms,  two i i  
• Good starter home in " home. _,. 
• , • I ' " in the basement area, ~ ~ ~  
i C O M I N G  ! L  ~ . _ _ 1 1 [ ~ ~  [~ . . . . .  Asking $46,500. Call in ~ - ~ # ' ~ ! ~  * ~  ~ t ~ ;  today and view it o ~ , ~ .  
~ I~L~ * ~ "Realscope" Call Kelly I~. ........... ~ !~ • " " ~ ~!~. ,~ ~L l 
I ling, 
ore ,o , , ,  . . . . .  * w . t  t o "  _ 
situated| O DOUGLASCHANNEL"PERFORMS" l ~ - - - ~ s l ' ~ m  ,chools? We have a family 3 
dlful I/2 I ay with I ~- WE OFFER SERVICES IN ~ I ~:  ~'~,,.~e~emmi ~ type home listed to sell thai fin 
1Newly Painted. Owner has ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~  qualifies for central ca t l  tell on I • APPRAISALS-  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ~ ~ Ba,d redecorated interior A fine home on a very the community amenities. Na deal for | lrecenfly installed fireplace '~ . . . . .  "~"  location, close to most of Ec 
Ing but I • LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • l complete ly  on this 3 preferred area of Terrace. 3 bedrooms, 1150sq. f t . .  Up 
se t°l • ' CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • lbedroom bungalow on N. Over 1500 sq• ft. Sauna, finlshedbasement. Asking IS2 
lSparks. Asking $48,000. bar ,  heated pool. Call only $49,900. Call Horst or Ch 
nsoon 1 | ~ MORTGAGEADVlCE O ,rao  Frank. Christel. for 
Sept'c I and " I * AFTER : g 0FFIOE HOURS 
Don'tFoolAroundWithHalfAServce • I HORST GODLIMSKI . 635.5397 KELLY S( 
Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office , ,L  
• We Are Here To Help You . Professionally gp e 1 FRANK SKIDMORE.  635•5691 CHRIsTEL GODI 
• IP 
• CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUST TRY US • 
IN )•oOOOOOO••••oooo•  
our Realscope picture ! 
display. Very attractively ~ 
l ndscaped with fruit trees, 
urbs and bushes. 
Centrally located - cated south of town on 
Revenue three large lot. Asking $42,500. 
home on paved residential ll Christel or Horst for 
street' close to town. Two ore information. 
bedroom basement suite 
brings in rental Income. .~.~: ~:¢: _ 
Attached carport. Priced ~.L~/." ; ,  , • 
sale.in the low 30,000's for i  ~ ~ '  "~ 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES. 
].Rural trailer park . $36,500. 
2. Motor motel and trailer stalls • $150,000. 
3. Health Spa. swimming, tennis- $300,000. pping lust blocks away.• 
For Further Details Inquire at our Office. Three bedroom, doubleR 
, attached garage with B 
landsc.~ped lot. Asking 1 
$56,000. Call Kelly to v lewJ  
B 
Beautiful rural setting. 
This cozy 2 bedr om full 
basement starter situated 3-'i)edr00m family home ~, 
well' back on beautiful finished basement, fully 
acre lot. Driveway with rpeted throughout. 
hedge. Good w ll n conomically heated by 
property vacant. Ideal for Natural Gas. Located in 
quiet country livi  lands area.  Asking 
reasonably close $$2,000. Call Horst or 
schools. ristel for more in. 
00'x200" fencecl and lightly treed residential lot o  soo  mation. • 
to be paved street near Thornhlll Schools. 
system, well and power pole on property. Very nice lot 
Ingood location. Asking.st1,500. Open to offers. 
SQUIRES . 635.7616 
GODLINSKI . 635-5397 
close to elementary schools 
and hospital. Interior 
attractively decorated. 2 
bedrooms up full 
basement. Fridge, washer, 
dryer and deep freeze 
Included. Make an ap- 
pointment to view. You 
won't be disappointed. 
Cute, comfortable, cozy. 
This adorable little starter 
home on large fenced rural 
lot on quiet street. New 
well and pumphouse. Lot 
fully landscaped. House 
vacant and ready for 
Immediate occupancy. All 
this for the low price el 
$25,000. 
' ¢• I  
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to  
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right.to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retaln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Servlce, anWo repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad: 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount pald by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
Fortlon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of  his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
lustlfled by a.  bona fide 
requirement for, the work 
14' BUSINESS 
PERSONAL ~-- 
25, PROPERTY 
FOR RENT 
32. BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
36 ,  
FOR HIRE " 
48, :,~ SUITES :~ ~i. ; 
FOR RENT 
49;~ HOMES 
'OR SALE • 
55, PROPERTY.• 
FOR SALE 
Publ ished at? rer race  
B.C. 5 days:~ week 
i: ~, 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don-Cramac~ 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effect ive October 1, 
1977 
19'HELP WANTED 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth3.00 
By Car r ie r  Year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Ma i l  year 40.00 
Senior Cit izen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
.Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhil: & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Santo Corvello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 In the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 10 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
"at the door at 81.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented In conlundion 
with Kermode Theatre '70. 
39. 
• MAR!HE .. 
4842 Hwy. 16 W. 
Phone 635~6571: 
er race .  B.C. ~/SG 1L6  
- Licence NU 
00391AI  ' 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
B.C.O.A.P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazaar. Nqvember lath 
1978. Arena~Banquot Room 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made betore 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per. 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
i:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques, 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.of engagement 
plctuEos: News of wlacldlngs 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.$0 
PHONE 635.6357 
The regular monthl 
meeting of the Terrace 
;Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, May 24 pt 10:00 
a.m. for a coffee party. The 
address Is 5126 Soucle Street. 
For further Information 
Fleese call 635.6764. 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
Brltlsh Columbla's major 
professlonal theatre wll l  
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17.at the R.E.M. Lea Theatre 
Terrace at S p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London 
md on Broadway is a zany, 
31zerre upside dawn comedy 
n a Monty Python vein. 
"lckets are available In May 
t Terrac6 Sight and Sound 
ld Terrace Library. For 
rther Information call 635. 
318. "Loot" Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '70. 
Kermode Theatre'T8, the 
B.C. High School Drama 
Festival will take place id 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Nk~y 
10.20 at 8 p.n. The malnstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
lucUcatlon. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
Thursday, May 18th at 7:30 
p,m, 
IT WAS REVOLUTIONARY 
John Fitch demonstrated a 
steam boat hat ran at three 
miles an hour with 12 
mechanical oars on the 
Delaware River In 1787. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Auction Action 
Beginning M ay 20 & 21st. 
L.W. Sears Auctioneer phone 
638-1538 (c8-15) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Compmy in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between theages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donetlons of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6"35.S233, or leave 
denations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747. or 635-3023. 
WelgM Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4901 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenevlew Lodge 
635-2265 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(cff) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
RAPE RELIEF 635-3479 anytime 
& CRISIS LINE (A J12) 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7558 THE HOBBY HUT 
OR Ceramic supplies & 
(ctf) 63S.7720 Greenware, air  brushing 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 635.9393 
Are you making your own 
life and .your children's ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
miserable? Do you con. Electrlcaland Refrigeration 
stantly yell at your c~lldren, contract. 
or hit them, or find it hard to House wlring. 
control your angry feelings 635.5076 
toward them? (ctf) 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the Iovlng con- FULLER BRUSH 
structlve parent you really Order now by phone. Phone 
want to be. or make an appointment. 
All inquires absolutely Marnle 635.9721. 
confidential . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' I  
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Help Wanted: Hair stylist 
and apprentice wanted for 
new unisex shop in Smithers 
apply Box 2215 Smithers 847. 
9346 (c10-15) 
Office & Shop space 
available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
phone 635-3863 or 638-1108 
(c10-13) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
$500,00. Phone 638-I072 after 
6 p.m. 
(tfn) 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215•2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
peintment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, end Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pelntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout. 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing caqe in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
tfrnoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.20S.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635•9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and socla! 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Lost- Brown framed glasses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635.2490 (IO5-1) 
Needed Immediately in 
Terrace, 3 Avon' represen. 
tatlves to work Ip followlng 
areas. Davis to Grelg, 
between Sparks and Atwood, 
Queensway from Boblen to 
Kirsch, also Usk and Gossen 
Creek. For more in- 
formation call N~rgeret at 
635.3166. (c2-12) 
Telephone Sales Op- 
pertunlty. No experience 
needed. Contact Mr. Brock- 
man at 638.0141 Ext. 212. (pl. 
12) 
LOOKING" FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
For Sale: 20 cu ft. deep 
freeze. $275 or best offer. 
phone 630.1742 (p5-14) 
For Sale: Travel Traller S40, 
utility trailer S20, 500 egg 
Incubator $50, brooder $20 
phone 635.5779 (p3-13) 
Yamaha CA " 1000 amp, 
Yamaha MP1 headphones. 
Dual 1219 turntable, JBL 
Century 100 speakers, 
Pioneer 8 track recorder, 
Pioneer tuner, 300 I.p.s, 80 
tapes and accessories phone 
842-5922 (p5-15) 
Rata Tiller for sale. Phone 
635.5730 (p5.16) 
HEAVY DUTY EQUIP• 
MENT MECHANIC  
DESIRES: 
Steady work in Bulkley 
Valley, Terrace Area . 
Government ~certified 16 
years experience in 
logging, mining, oil field 
support. Last 3 years 
supervisory. Call C. 
Hofmann 328.1305 Van. 
¢ouver, anytime. (ca.16) 
Reward male Sheltle 
(miniature collie), brown 
with white markings. Name 
Is Cassldy, Lost on Kalum 
Lake Dr. phone 635-2804 (c3- 
13) 
Small aluminum skiff 
Light delivery work wanted 632-6956 (p3-12] 
available. Must heve vehicle Wanted to Buy: One used 
and drivers Ilcence. Contact frldge In good condition. 635- 
Mr. Chrlstlansen at 630-8141 5091 after 3 p.m. (p2-13) 
Ext. 212 (p1-12) 
If you are Interested in a 
future with a Dynamic 
Company In the Industrial 
and automotive market, then 
we want to talk to you. We 
are looking for e 
warehou.~eman to handle 
general duties as well as 
shipping and receiving. 
Advancement Into sales are 
excellent. For a personal 
Interview come In and see H. 
Young, Acklands Ltd., 2009 
Kalum St. (c4.15) 
Salesman 
We are looking for a person 
• with a proven sales record. 
Travelling required but no 
ova' night trips. Your own 
vehicle advantageous. 
Would be required to call on 
established accounts, as well 
as showing initiative for new 
proai~cts. Th is  companies 
officc is in Prince George. 
RenumeraUon includes: 
Basic salary, eommtssion, 
monthly bonus, and ex- 
penses. All replies held in 
strictest confidente, Reply to 
Box 1176, Terract Daily 
Herald (c5-12) 
Full or part.time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 • $0 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews call Marnle 635. 
9721 anytime. (Fuller Brush 
(eft) 
1974 • 22' fibreglass cruiser 
and trailer, 91/2 h.p. auxllary, 
depth sounder, trim tabs, 
radlos and all necessary 
fishing tackle. Price $13,500 
firm phone 632.6003 (c3. 
10,12,16) 
For Sale: 1975 21' Relnell 
cabln cruiser, 175 OMC with 
302 Ford engine. Price 
$12,000. Phone 633-2332 (c5. 
15) 
24' Relnell command bridge 
flbreglass cruiser with EZ 
load trailer. New condition, 
low hours, sleeps 5. Fully 
loaded including complete 
dual controls, hydraulic 
tabs, VHF, CB, Sounder, 
compass, stereo, bar, stove, 
cooler, head, cabin heaters, 
anti-electrolysis, pare parts 
kit, swim grid, dinghy, all 
safety equipment, ah'chors, 
etc. etc. $15,000 flrnv~ 635. 
4716 after S (p5-15) 
House for Rent: Two 
bedroom home with full 
basemen~ Centrally 
located. 635.6910 after 6 p.m. 
(p2.13) 
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For Sale: 4 bedroom house 
with carport. On large 
landscaped lot with garden 
space and fruit trees. 
Greenhouse with 2 sheds. 
Asking $2S,S00 for ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- 
7014 (cS-12) 
3 bedroom home 1411 Maple 
St..Asking $25,000 phone 635• 
635-6945 evening (c10-17) 
For Rent In Thornhlll. 1 
bedorom furnished house. 
Phone 635-5775 (p2-12) 
House For Sale 
This could be the bargain 
you have been waiting for. 
If you are tired of paying 
rent but don't want 
exhorbitant mortgage 
payments, we have the 
house for you. Cheap tc 
heat with low taxes. Nea 
all schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms with 
electric heat. Nice lot. 
If you are interested. 
The price Is $25,500; ant 
the number to call is 635. 
5339 after 10:30 a.m. 
(sff5-15) 
For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 
bedroom home on 1/2 acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at-" 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone 635.4790 after 
6. 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house 
on 1.8 acres, can be sub. 
divided. Partial basement. 
$27,500 phone 632-5918 (p5.14) 
Build your, home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asklng $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 
(ctfju4) 
TIIAT'S A LOT OF COAST 
Norway's coastline, in- 
cluding the fjords and 
largest of its 150,000 islands, 
is 17,000 miles long. 
CAPITAL IDENTIFIED 
The capital of Afghanistan 
is Kabul. 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION • 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of geffing Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-0414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PU BLIC WORKS 
DEASE LAKE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT R NO. 5 
Pursuant to Section 27 of the "Highway Act" and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial Transport 
Act", notice is hereby given that load restrictions are 
rescinded on the following roads In the Dease Lake 
Hlghway District. 
Effective 1:00 a.m• W~d~sda,/, May 17 r 1978:- 
Restriction rescinded on Highway 37, from B.C. Yukon 
Border South to Southern Highway District boundary. 
Restriction rescinded on Atlin Highway, from B~C. 
Yukon Border to Atlin. 
ALLOTHER RESTRICTIONS REMAIN EFFECTIVE 
AS BEFORE. 
G. Kazakoff 
Dated at Dease Lake, B.C. District Highway Manager 
May 10,1978. • Dease Lake, B.C. 
for: 
Minister of of Highways 
1976 CHEV DANOPY 1973 FORD 1974 MAZDA 
IMPMLA 
2 Dr. ,~.~d~lsUStom, 
, u0 
1974 DODGE DART 
SWINGER 
2 Door H.T. 
'2,995 
1974 DODGE 1976 MAZDA, 
MONACO 1.3 800 
4 Dr. H.T. 2 Door Coupe 
$2,996 '2,995 
1971 FORD 1970 CHEV 
BLAZER 
FI00 PICKUP 4x4 4 speed 
'1,260 82,600 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
'960 
CAMPER 
Fold Down, Fits 0' 
Pickup truck box 
=800 
GRAN TORINO 
Station Wagon 
=2 00 
81600 PU 
With GEM 
top canopy 
=2 SS 
1973 FORD 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
,2,=o 
1975 FORD i974 MAZDA 197S DODGE 
(~ U ST*~ PICKUP B!000 
4 ~ ' .~  Jn Red VANGUARD 
'~,~,100--"= '2,295 '12,600 
197, 1971 FORD 
DATSUN 710 MUSTANG 
2 Dr. H.T. MACKI 4 Or. Scamp 
'995 8900 $2,29§ 
I 
1970 MAZDA 1972 INTERNATIONAL 
STATION TRAVELALL 
WAGON With Extras 
*600 *I~600 
I 
MOTOR HOME ~ 
1974 VALLIANT 
i 
r 
i ; 
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3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Cornox, B.C. VgN 484 phone 
339-4736 (cS0-Julyl) 
118 acres; excellent soil, 
deluxe mobile home. 24x60. 
1,440.sq. ft. floor space. 12x30 
Joey shack. Good Well, 
landscaped.Old Hemp-  
price.$S5,000.00, phone 635- 
6926. (P5-16) 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
Growing convenience store 
for sale in Terrace. Fully 
equipped with complete 
butcher shop and walk-in 
cooler. 3 bedroom dwelling 
attached plus rental house. 
On acre of land. $100,000 
with financing available. 
For details 635-5202 (p5-12) 
For Sale: Prince Rupert. 
Established business in 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer, furnished, 
phone 635.7860 (ci0.13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes In. 
cluded. Set-up and skirted in 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after S (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer 8, dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition phone 
635-5348 (p15-13) 
For Sale: 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Villa 3 bedroom trailer 
with steel shed and parch. 
For appt. to view phone 635- 
9403 after 5 (p10-17) 
12x68 2 bedroom house 
trailer includes fridge, stove 
and dishwasher. Finished 
addition, set up in trailer 
park. Will accept smaller 
house trailer as part 
payment. For further in. 
formation phone 635-7878 
(ps-1s) 
For Sale: 13' Estra Villa 
Holiday trailer. 5elf con. r 
rained. Phone 635-5628 (p5- 
14) 
1974 Colemen Tent Trailer. 
Very good condition, $1,800 
phone 635-2934. 
(C3.14) 
11 foot Boler Trailer, 1972. 
Phone 635-2822 after 6 p.m. 
(C4.1s) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TOBIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
Will do rot0tflllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Reasonable 
PUT HAM ON THE MENU 
A BIG HAM SERVES several people many different meals. 
A large ham--especially 
canned American ham-is 
one of the best menu- 
stretchers around if you 
plan for its use and don't 
just leave it in the refriger- 
ator to be eaten as snacks. 
If you have a freezer, it's 
easy for even a small family 
to use a big ham, but you 
should select the kind and 
brand that your family likes 
best. It's a good idea to 
choose any cured ham by 
brand since each has its own 
flavor. 
You'll find weights vary 
from nine to 22 pounds, 
trimmed, a heavier one will 
yield more meat in propor- 
tion to bone. Have the 
butcher cut the hock off for 
you to cook with navy, 
green, lima or anothe.- of 
your family's favorite beans. 
Next, have him cut two or 
three slices, from one-half 
to three-fourths of an inch 
thick, from the center for 
broiling or frying an~t wo 
more center slices, one-inch 
thick, for baking. That will 
leave two nice-sized roasts 
et either end, and you'll 
have main dishes for at least 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 ,75 
four meals. 
Pound for pound, canned 
ham is the best value since 
skin, bone and excess fat 
have been removed before it 
is weighed in-usually at one 
and a half to 17 pounds. 
Some of the smaller ones 
don't require refrigeration 
as long as they're still in the 
can, but you should read 
the label. All hams, unless 
heavily smoked, must be 
refrigerated after they're 
opened, and if you plan to 
keep one longer than a week 
or two, you must freeze it. 
Ham can be frozen for up 
to tWO months. After that, a 
smoked flavor will weaken, 
and the fat may turn rancid. 
(Canned ham should not be 
frozen until removed from 
the can. )
Any ham can be improved 
with a tasty glaze applied an 
hour, or an hour and a half, 
before the end of the cook- 
ing time. You shoul~ return 
it to a 325 degree oven until 
it reaches an internal tem- 
perature of 160 degrees, or 
140 degrees for pre-eooked 
ham. 
ForS.e lx0 3 * Fr ' ' "  ! '"' 0''L'"'"'L0 I excellent condition. Paint, Canadlana 2 bedrooms with braving-spreading soil and if a ham is properly wallcoverlngs, carpet, frldge, stove, washer and gravel. Prefer ThornhLg 
ceramic tile, cabinets, dryer. Asking $11,000 area phone 635-3478 (p5-12) 
only evelngs only. sm $150,000 drapery, etc. sales approx. Inteested.P icedpleaseout t '°f sell could store (c5.16) PhoneS rious duePr°m°ti°n" t iple to 627-1175 pr oritypartieswith Jj~ (p10.281Jtown. trees, [JTrailer n ~neg°tJable" Phone 635 .769712x68 (ctfjulO) For Big GendalJ S l :Gar en muchPho e11/a acres °fm r .1969635.3a25 with space, aGener~ll Close tip land'l after| fruitJout teIj THE ESTATE OF K errace, NETN ROBISON, IN THE CR NOTICE TOBritish ED ORS MANS IELD MA TER formerly Columbia. ;NF"of ~ " ~ I 3212 KaIBm St '  Ter ra°e  I .~,. C C C C C C C .~  i ~ i i C  C .~  C C C 
has a 9x20 partially finished Creditors and others i 
Joey shack. Four malor havlng claims against the 
appliances. 2 bedroom, above Estate are required to 
Owner leaving Terrace. send fullparticulars of such I'm P a! 
Asking 16,000 or best offer, claims to Crampton and :~ 
phone 638-1029. (p5-14) Brown, 4658 Lazelle Avenue, ~ 
/Terrace, British Columbia, ~, 
on or before the first day of ~ 
12x54 2 bedroom house August, 1978, after which ~: 
trailer with large joe}' shack date the assets of the sald 
and sundeck. Set up and Estate will be distributed, your l oca l  d i s t r ibutor  skirted in local trailer having regard only to the 
court. Und'unlished except claims that have been 
for washer and dryer and received, fo r  litimat stove. Asking i6,000 or Mabel Elleen Roblson, 
dmeet offer. Phone 638-8297 Executrix • 
atter3:30,.m.,c4-8,11,1~,,3) (C4-12-15-16-19)CramptonandBr°wnsolIcItorSthe Estate.f°r Get the paper dehvered" for only 
- $3 O0 a month (½ once for BRITISH COLUMBIA LIVESTOCK 
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY Reg. Morgan Partbreds pensioners) to your door early 
Invites tenders for con . .  6 year Bay gelding with 
structlon of approx. 10.1 star. 12.3 h.h. U'ained to • 
miles of 25 kV three phase drive and ride. e very  m o r n i n g  
overhead distribution line, - 4 year Black mare with two • "-~'~' - ' '  :-',,~ :.':~, "' :,: " • .' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ d 
Queen Charlotte Islands. white hind socks 13 h.h. .;. 
ReferenceNo. Q8.4434 traibedtodriveandsreen Read the local if WS With your Closing Date: 31 May 1978 broke to ride. 
- yearling solid black gelding 
Sealed tenders clearly shou]dmatum13Ph.h, mormng coffee/.. marked as above-referenced . also ?8 goal 
will be re<elved In Room 635-2347 or write Wo]fgemg 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power KHegl 
Authority Building, 970 4813 6umet Dr. For your class/fled ads, coming Burrard Street, Vancouver, Terrace, B.C. 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 AM (1~-13) 
local time, 31 May 1978. 
Details may be obtain, events, notices or local news just 
from the office of the Pur- 
chaslngAgent, lOfhFIoor, ca l l  me. . .  ' 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, PERSONAL: Discerning 
telephone663.2577 end 663. Adults. Shopdlscreetly by / Pat  Ze l insk i  a t  { 2560. mail. Send $1.00 for our 
(c1.12) latest fully illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
Sealed tenders for the both ladles and gentlemen. 
following stand tending DirectActlonMarketlng Inc. 
contract(s) will be received Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 4 
bY the Dlstrict Forester, flllngVanc°uver' B.C. V6B 3xg . fees .  Obtain ,ou,  632 2747 t, ' Ministry of Forests, Prince .(ctf) 4 ' " Rupert, B.C. on the da s • r i 
shown below. Incorporatel $70.00 plus ~1 
1. Contract ST 1031-6.5 CR 
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr., good running condition, 
phone 635.2080 $350 (p10-13) 
1972 Ford Bronco 4x4. 48,000 
tnlles. V-8, extras, $2,500 
o.b:o. Phone 635.9546. 
1C4~51 
1972 Toyota long-wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638-1517 or 
635-4380 (c10-12) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. view .~t 5135 
McConnell 638-1517 or 635. 
4380 (c10-12) 
1977 Camaro 350 4 speed, 
p.w., p.b., tilt steering, p.s., 
black in color, phone 635.2716 
after 6 (p5-14) 
For Sale: 1971 Camaro 
Excellent condition. Call 
635.6245 8a.m. - 5 p.m. or 638- 
1071 (p3-12) 
73 .Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (off) 
VW Van 1977 -7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (ctf) 
76 Dodge Van 6 cyl., 3 speed 
standard. Must sell $4,000 
Phone 635-7702 (1)6-12) 
For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, 
also 1976 250cc YZ and a 327 
cu. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 
pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile, all things must 
go as owner is leaving town. 
phone 635-5687 after S (p10- 
17) 
1971 Dodge Polara, 318, p.s., 
p.b., $800, 635-6987 (c5-15) 
For Sale: 1975 Ford 4 wheel 
drive. New brakes, good 
condition, $3750, phone 635. 
3286 (p5.15) 
For Sale: 76 Ford Econo 
Line, 150 Van, part cam. 
perized, 8 track, C.B., Digit 
and CLK, asking $9,500 OBO 
Call 635.7117, 8:30-4:30 Mon- 
Fri or 635-2137 any time, ask 
for Keith (c5.15) 
For Sale: 1966 Chev pickup, 
I/2 ton, running condition, 
phone 635.4538 (c5-15) 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, radio, radials, 2 
spares, excellent condition, 
$3300 or best offer 635.9635 
(p5-15) 
Must SII • 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Slrlpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
Immediate Delivery 
1978 Factory built 2 or 3 
bedroom 14' wide or double 
wide. Delivered and set up 
to your location. 100 percent 
financing available OAC. 
Gov't grant of S2500 ap. 
pllcable. Free round trip to 
Vancouver. For Inquiries 
please phone collect Parker 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- 
5447 (cl2.22) 
For Sale: 1970 12x60 Great 
Lake Trailer, furnished with 
washer and dryer and jeey 
shack 6388254 after S 
• Located Salvus "A" Ranger 
District 4, Terrace Number 
of hectares 16.0 Viewing date 
May 25, 1978, leaving Ranger 
Station at 09:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tendlng site prior to 
submifflng a tender for this 
contract Is-is not mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 1, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub. 
mitred on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, 
, B.C. 
The Iowe~# or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
(c5-16) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
1976 440 Arctic Cat El Tlgre. 
Like new $1200 or best offer. 
Phone 635.3975 after 6 (c4.15J 
lawyer supervised In- 
corporation over the phone. 
fastl Call Self-Counsel 
Services toll free, 112.800. 
663-3007. Chargex and 
Mastercharge accepted. (4- 
13) 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
Dlvorcel $100.00 plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised ivorce over the 
phone - fastl Call Self. 
Counsel Services toll free 
112-800.663.3007. Chargex 
and Mastercherge accepted. 
(4-13) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. Our Introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful Jumbo.size color. 
plctures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
eddltlonal pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll. S2.99, 20 exp. roll • 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. roll . $6.99. Fast ser. 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate,' Win. 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (Ju 15) 
DON'T LET THEM FOOL 
YOU 
Black panthers of Asia are 
me lan is t i c  leopards ;  
melanin, a dark coloring 
matter, protects by con- 
cealing the animals in 
shadows. 
To rejuvenate watercress (or 
to store for awhile), snip off 
the ends under running water 
and place in water in your 
refrigerator. 
HOURS 7-9 a,m. 3-6 p,m, 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
Local Clubs or Organizations or 
simply Local News: 
or Call us we will be hap to rint our s 
:  llll OF FUNCTION P Y P y t o r y .  
PLACE. BATI! 
 ,,ns o, ,RmT , .  
Terraoe/Kdlmat Daily Herald Terra.oe. 036-636"/or "~ 
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W0rcestered Barbecue Sauce 
" Has Many Uses 
This barbecue sauce, with its apricot base and Worces- 
tershire sauce seasoning, could well be the easiest one 
you've ever made. And one of the most versatile. Just 
three ingredients quickly mixed together and it's ready to 
use on any number of different meats before baking. Used 
in this reeipe with chicken, it's equally good with ham, 
pork chops, ribs and roast duck. The trick that makes it so 
quick and easy to prepare is the use of Worcestershire 
Sauce. In one measure you get the mingled flavors of 
esehalots, gadic and onions, anchovies, tamarind, vinegar, 
soy, sugar and numerous pices, all aged' together in a 
smoothly blended condiment. It's a perfect flavor foil for 
the tart-swedtness of apricot preserves. 
SAUCY BAKED CHICKEN 
I jar (12 oz.) apricot preserves 
1 envelope (1.37 oz.) dehydrated onion soup mix 
3 tablespoons original Worcestershire sauce 
2 chickens (2-1/2 Ibs. each), cut in serving pieces 
Preheat oven to 350 °F. In a small bowl combine apricot 
preserves, onion soup mix, and Worcestershire sauce. Place 
chicken in a shallow baking pan. Spoon sauce over 
chicken. Bake, uncovered, for one hour. Increase oven 
temperature to 450 ° F. Bake 10 minutes longer. If desired, 
spoon half of the sauce on one chicken; cover and refrig- 
erate remaining sauce for future use on ribs, duck, pork 
chops, ham, etc. Yield: 8 portions. 
By Abigail Van Buren 
Oro~aword By Eugene S~//~" 
ACROSS 41 Black 50 A weight 
1 Science 45 Greek epic . of India 
room poem DOWN 
4 Slave, 47 Formerly 1 Garment 
for one cklled Clay part 
7 Repairs 48 Crimean S Shooting 
12 Turkish ; battle site marble 
officer 52 Ignited 3 Ruby spinel 
13 Actor 53 One 4 Vestments 
Marvin of the 
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official 54 Biblical 1 Skin or hide 
15 "-- Joey" name , 8 Cantor or 
16 Strtnged 55 Actress Lupino 
instrument Arden 9 Roman 
IS Greek letter 56 Classical dozen 
19 Moonshine language 10 Fraternal 
setup 51 Inquire man 
20 Minus Avg. solution time: 27 rain, 
22 Old French 
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Beverage 
27 Common 
value 
Incongruous 
mixture 
31 Common- 
l~ce 
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37 Limb 
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48 Bengal 
qu/nce 
49 Constellation 
50 Abbr. on 
a map 
51 New 
Zealand 
tribe 
~o It 
m ,"~1 ,':Fro E~I 
I@@ 
,42 45  44 
46 ~4~ 
54 W 55 
CRYPTOQUIP 
HYDZLYEXND QXHON L JNK 
OZEEN QEY I JL  NKHNK 
5-8 
QKIKL  
Saturday's Cryptoquip-SKINNY PANTS SURELY CAN 
MAKE CORPULENT MATRONS LOOK SILLY. 
~ 1978 King Fentures Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptequfp clue: X equals I 
IHE  HERALD,  luesday ,  May  16, 1978, PA( . t . ;  13 
TH~ WIZARD OF ID 
~ I /~"  = 
by Brant  pa~keF and  Johnny  har t  
" ~((ff~ ~/// / / / / / / / / / / / /~ 
CATFISH by Roger Bd/en & C,~ Peterm~ 
. . . .  : : ~ ~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ~  
.4717 Lakehe LAKELSE .s.m~ PHARMAI) Y 
Mother's Day Cards, Gifts, Cosmetics and prompt 
,,=pre s=c=ription service.....__.~~s ........................ =~ ...................... 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  By Stan Lee and John Romita 
O lS78 Dy Chic~o rfl09no.N,Y. Now. 8ynd. Itl¢. The Cryptoqufp isa simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzie. Single letters, short words, 
DEAR ABBY: It ell started eight nontha ago when Ron and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
and I started running around with Lynn and Dave, Dave vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial anu error. 
and I would sit in the front and Lynn and Ron would sit in 
be~. It was all in fun. We'd hold hands and hug and kiss ~ ........................ 
on~ in a while. I sort of liked i~ at, first, then I noticed Ron 
was overdoing |t with Lynn. . "DEAR DI~APPOINTED: If you let your ckll*en trap I TERR~0E ~ / ~ ~  "REGBSTFR ' I 
IseidI tbought he whole idea was sflly and sugpeted yea =to peepuringa--ur and ofeaning up the "'1 ! 
we get back with our own mates, but Ron and Lynn didn't alone, you have only yourself to blame. You should know 
want to quit• What do I do now. I am sure Lynn an. d~Ro. n your children wellenough to speak frankly with them, and FOR V00R SPa  ING 
haven't ~one any further than hugging and ldssh3g, nU~JLm if you don't, it 'athne you did. i - ALLEYS LEAGUES N0Wff ...... 
worried about where it might lead. I love my hushana ria 
I know he loves me. There are  5 preschool children DEAR ABBY: I have been a widow for many years. I ~ ................ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
between the two families. What should I do? have a sen and a daughter who are as different as night 
. RON~WIFE and day. Both are married and have families. . .  ~c.  , -  ~7~ohnn~h~t 
My 8on has always been a ver~, sel~..h person, ann ms 
wJfeisjustilkehin~.Theynevernaveumelorme, lnear  ! pd~l~,,~Y.-~'~ ~ p l H l<~(~ l.~N~l.{l~r - . . . . .  ~'~/~rPl~l~Z.~._l~, A~, .~ 
DEAR WIFE: I don't have to tell you how foolish you from them only when they want something, rv-'~ n~ , t~ ~, :~-  I" ~ l~c,, t .~ 
inwere tohave etatted this dangerous game--now the let i s t h e  fire. T ll Ron thatif you e e going to e n lnue the My daughter has benn wondsrful to me. Sha's always ~ ~ .  ~ ~ . ~ _ ~  ~ ~ ~ .  
IHendship with Lynn and Dave, there will be..no m~e c~h~mo, invitin~me to be with her and her family, and I _ "  " . "  
she leta me know that she is there should I ever need her. 
swkshes. Then gradually see less and issa ox mere, ana When my husband ied, he left everyt~In~  me. I am 
more of other couples who ere content o stick with the not a millionaire, but I do have 8 sizable state. My mwyar 
• mates they married, is 8f*er me to make u will, and that's where I need your 
DEAR ABBY: Golf is a great sport, but why do so many help, Abby. Should I divide whet I have equally between 
my son and my daughter? I wculdn't totally, ignore, m.y son, 
people who p~y the game cheat? . . . . . . .  but I don't think he'e enUtled to as mucu as ms  starer. 
I have had the same san expermnoo wire nor~ men ann 
women. They lie through their teeth about their scores. If you thh~k l~n being petty an.d s..m..all..minded ~wsut  ~ 
HONEST GOLFER punish my 8on for treating me snaonlly, let me nave zc. 
can take it, and rye been wrong before. 
by Garry Trudeau 
7NO OKAY, B~r 
PART OF 71./AT 
~O~.~70YOUR 
OFFI~. 
DOONESBURY 
7"HAT YOU StF, NT A FOR/?/N~ IN 
R~DSK/N /v~/v~ 70 B~N~ "I, AYA- 
7H~ HN/LL. R~IJP.~ O~ HI~ 
CATEr,, SO/;r~ BE, DIFFICUbT 
FO/~ M~ 7O SAy ~XAC'~Y N/o~'r 
g 
I'l !; [ , 
..ANO ON ~HA/~OF 7HE ~N- 
71P~ F~ONT OFflC£ z'o /J/~ 
70 N~,bO~N~ "LAYA'LAVA*L~VNY 
TO 7tlE gEDSK/I~ FAMILY OF 
I \ 
DEAR HONEST: Pmple lie about heir golf scores fur 
the same reason they lie about anything else. They kck the 
self~cenfidence and security to tell the truth. And alnee golf 
is a game involving an ezdueive end oonfldentiul 
relationship between the player and the bell, the cheating 
player can usually get away with i t .  
UNDECIDED 
DEAR UNDECIDED: An inheritance ina gift, You need 
not apologize for deciding against giving yo~ son a 
you feel he's not entitled to. Use your own jua~meur, ana 
don~ feel 8uUty. 
DEAR ABBY: My teen-age daughter is a mesel And the 
DEAR ABBY: Please answer this soon as Morn and Dad sad part of it is, she does it to herself. She is a very bright 
are planning a trip and we kids will be a lone . .  _ girl, and God gave her a pretty face, but she ruins her 
We are both young adults. My parents nave asses our 
married brother to 'qook in on us" while they~e out of appearance by wearing her hair in a frizzy unrmy mop ann 
town. Does that give my brother the right to harks in letting her posture go. 
whenever he feeis llke it without giving us any warnin~ rye told her that ff she would cut off half that mop and 
Do you thhlk he should have a key to our house just  like he practice holding her stomach in and her shoulders back, 
did when hs lived here? Doesn't he fact that he is now she would be attractive, but she doesn't listen" to me. 
Should I continue to nag her? Or should I leave her 
married with a house of his own make him somewhat of an alone? She's losing out because she's such a mess. 
outsider here? DISGUSTED 
This is causing a terrible fight. We would like your 
opinion. We are two girls, 18 and 19. US KIDS IN NEW CAN/~N DEAR DISGUffFED: Leave her alone. If she's as bright 
• , as you ~ she is, she will Soon realize she is losing out (ff 
indeed she is) because of her appeursuoo, then sheSl do 
DEAR KIDS: What "rights;' your brother hsa, oon (ud something about it. 
should) be dearly defined by your parents. And to avoid 
any misunderstanding, your parents should tell you in 
your brother's presence exactly what "looking in on" Who said the teen years ere the happiest? For Abby's 
entails, new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know;' write 
CONFIDENTIAL TO BLEW MY TOP IN HORNELL, Abby: 1~ ha,ky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose 
$1 and 8 Ions, stamped {24 cents}, self4ddressed nvelope, 
N.Y'.: You blew more than your top. You blew your please. 
ehsnoos. The test of a man's breeding is how he behaves in 
a quarrel. DEAR ABBY: My 13-year~ld sister has this crazy thing 
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby'e about germs. If someone coughs or sneezes near her, she 
,6 st ' ' new booklet What Teenqers Want to Know, write holds her breathor uns out o.f the room.. . _. 
Abby: 13 ~- Leaky Dr., Beverly. Hllls!.CallL 90212. Enclose H son ,  one touches .her food., ane won'~ eat_ it. She 
$1 and a long, stamped (24 centsh sen.anuressea nvetope, steriUzesher toothbrUSh every uxne s t~.u.ses it:She won 
use a towel ff anyone etse nns mucnea so. wnen we go please. 
anywhere, she won't touch doorknobs or railings with her 
DEAR ABBY: It's that time of year again. The day after bare hands because they're "germy." 
Mother's Day, and rm.writing in behalf of "overworked Our whole family is disgusted with her fussiness and 
over~leanlinees. What's wrong with her? And do you think 
eheql grow out of i t?  
WORRIED SISTR 
DEAR WORRIED: Your sister has am obsessive 
"phobia" (fear) about germs. It is not uncommon, but her 
chances of "outgrowing it" ere slim. Please urge your 
parents to take her to a psychiatrist. With treatment, her 
phobia can be removed. 
Gettiq married? Whether you waat a formal church 
wedding or a simple do.your4wn-thing ceremony, get 
Abby'u new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." 
Send 81 and 8 long, stamped 124 eenteJ salf.addresssd 
envelope to Abby. 152 Leaky DHve, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
9O212. 
mothers." " ' " " ds 
Even though we never fail to remember our nusnnn , 
sons and daughters with gifts on Father's Day and 
birthdays, what do we mothers get on "our" day? 
We get to prepare abig dinner for'all our children and 
their children Then we have the mess to clean up alone 
• • • " e after they have enjoyed themselves and stud, Goodby , 
and Happy Mother's Day," until next year. 
We're lucky if someone sends us a p.lant.o . . . .  
Wl~y d0esn't someone realize that a moo Mocners uay 
gift would be a chance to get out of the kitchen and be 
taken to a nice restaurant for a change? 
Maybe a word from you on the subject would help, 
Abby. I am thinking of taking a trip out of town on 
Mother s Day next year. What's your opimon'r 
. DISAPPOINTED AGAIN 
.h 
"Okay; now shift your weight onto the left leg 
dbring the follow.through." 
Ot97B U, ,i,,~,,i z.... 
| 
413 
'°i 
,'. 
,:: 
..i 
"Doc. it's a marvelous-ideal You fill 'em up with flu "~" 
vaccine and put them on all the chairs in your waillng ~ 
room." 
t 
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Vane. Island due for quake 
VICTORIA (CP) -- If, tectonics, or the shifting erratic behavior of scientifically proven 
of subterranean layers of animals is taken as an in- explanation for their 
behavior. 
as experts predict, upper 
Vancouver Island is hit rock, which may produce 
by a severe earthquake earthquakes. 
within the next five 
years, scientists may be Geedynamie physicists 
able topinpoint where the believe a layer of rock 
biggest shock will occur, has worked itself under 
the edge of the plate 
The federal depart- beneath Vancouver 
ment of energy, mines Island and is causine a 
and resources has set up slow and impercepume 
20 testing stations in the tilting of the island 
island's most quake- toward the mainland. 
prone zone to measure 
minute variations in CAN BE MEASURED 
gravity which may throw With sensitive • in- 
somelight on the cause of struments like gravity 
earth shocks on the meters, this subtle 
island, change can be measured 
over a long period of time 
Dr. Herb Dragert, an in centimetres. 
earth physicist with the 
federal government who Dragert said the tilting 
has worked on the quake speeds up before an 
identification project, earthquake occurs and 
said that historically it over a number of years 
appears that the Van- the network of measuring 
couver Island quake belt stations can record the 
gets hit with a major minute changes which 
shock every 30 years and take place before earth 
one is due anytime now. stress erupts into a 
quake. 
He said his work in- In some countries, 
volves the theory of plate China for instance, the 
dication o? a coming 
earthquake. The theory is 
that animals are sen- 
sitive to sudden sub- 
terranean changes un- 
noticed by man. 
Dragert said there is no 
"We can't measure it, 
but it could be a very hil 
frequency cracking ~ 
rock which the animals 
sense." 
According to our 
customers, it~ the 
best deal in town. 
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SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
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